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Stay ahead with data-driven cleaning
Tork EasyCube™ empowers you with real-time information about your cleaning needs. No more
unnecessary checks. No more complaints. Know exactly when and where to clean, handling problems 
before they occur. The result? A new standard of cleaning quality and customer satisfaction. The future 
of cleaning is data-driven – and it’s already here. Our facility management software is transforming how 
customers work around the world.

Visit tork.co.uk/easycube to learn more.

When you see this 
it’s too late

http://www.tork.co.uk/easycube
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The CoreNet Global EMEA Summit returns to London this month 
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Real Estate to discuss the ways CRE can add value to an organisation. 
This year’s event has as its theme, Blurring the Lines: Transcending 
Boundaries, looking at ways CRE professionals can add value and be 
a true strategic advisor in a rapidly changing environment.

Alongside sessions on new technology and dealing with political and 

economic challenges, the conference will include a core focus on wellness, 

as examined through practical workshops and successful case studies. This is 

Corporate Real Estate but not as we know it, and reflects a fundamental shift  in 

thinking - where property is no longer just seen as a place to put people. 

As property giant JLL described it in its far reaching global report the Workplace 

powered by Human Experience, published in June: “A place of work is far more than 

a property. It is a living environment that helps individuals and businesses craft  and 

experience a better fusion of life and work.”

The report had some useful stats on the relationship between property, people 

and performance, with just over half of respondents (52 per cent) feeling their 

workplace enables them to perform very eff ectively at work. This left  48 per cent 

seeking ways to feel more eff ective in the workplace. Most significantly, 87 per 

cent of the respondents felt it would be a good idea to appoint a Chief Happiness 

Off icer; someone dedicated full-time to employees’ wellbeing and experience in the 

workplace.

JLL has gone some way to fulfilling this remit with the appointment of Debra 

Ward in the brand-new role of Strategy & Growth Director who explains in our cover 

story this month why she is committed to proving how making people happy can 

positively impact on organisational performance and productivity.  

Another key piece of research covered in this issue is Human Nature, Human 

Behaviour and the science of FM, which draws on an influential white paper that 

highlights the importance of understanding human behaviour and work style - the 

ways they influence interaction within the workplace and underpin engagement.

These developments all go some way to giving the business leaders an 

appreciation of what FM and property can bring to the table to help organisations 

achieve their goals.

 

As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of  the magazine, together 

with your insight into what’s happening in the FM sector.

Total Average Net Circulation 
10,369 June 2016

New CAFM/SFG20 Integration
CAFM non-compliance is expensive.

Ensure your organisation’s asset management is 

legal, safe and effi cient. Save on annual maintenance 

time, energy and resources with the most up-to-date 

industry standards for planned maintenance. 

FREE system assessments.

Contact Asckey Data Services Ltd    Tel. 0845 270 7747    www.fmfi rst.co.uk    enquiries@asckey.com
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DURAFRAME® SECURITY
THE INFOFRAME FOR SAFETY SIGNS

www.durable-uk.com

• Available in self-adhesive or magnetic

• Present important information clearly 
and professionally

• Insert and exchange information 
quickly thanks to the magnetic frame

• No need for nails, screws or holes in 
walls

• Frames comply with ISO 3864-4 for 
safety colours

http://www.durable-uk.com
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THIS MONTH...

FM CLINIC

18 We ask our panel of industry experts… 

The new ISO 41011:2017 Facility 

management standard is designed to ensure FM 

is viewed as a strategically important discipline in 

the management, operation and maintenance of 

the workplace. It was recently adopted formally 

by the BIFM; while IFMA and RICS have been active 

in encouraging those representing the industry 

to actively engage with the new standard. What 

benefits do you believe it can bring to the discipline 

and what more could FMs, suppliers and FM 

associations do to help promote it to organisations 

as a more formal way of demonstrating the 

consistent delivery and costing of support services?     

FMJ NEWS

06 This month’s summary of everything that has 

hit the headlines in the FM sector. 

GLOBAL NEWS

08 News, updates and announcements from the 

FM world beyond the UK.  

FEATURES

REGULARS

WASHROOMS   

34 The humble bathroom is probably the last 

place we think of when talking about hi-tech 

gadgetry - but thanks to the Internet of Things, our 

lavatories are about to become a whole lot smarter. 

We’ll show you some of latest cutting edge bathroom 

tech - enabling FMs to run a more eff icient washroom.

WINTER PREPARATION      

38 The UK is not like Scandinavia, where the 

advent of winter snow and ice is generally 

predictable and therefore easier for businesses and 

organisations to plan for. Vicky Lopez, Director at 

De-ice, explains, it’s never too soon to plan for snow 

and ice.

ENERGY 2017  

10 We look ahead to the industry trade event 

dedicated to renewables, innovation and 

power solutions within the built environment.     

THE BUSINESS OF FM

12 A round up of the latest business wins, 

partnerships and acquisitions in FM. 

COMMENT

14 Tim Beardsmore, Commercial Director of 

Calbarrie Compliance Services, explains 

the particular challenges faced when managing the 

electrical compliance of public buildings.

FAST FACTS

16 Steven Fox of Qube Global Soft ware 

explains how International Financial 

Reporting Standards will eff ect FMs. And that 

any business with a leasing strategy or extensive 

portfolio of leased assets will need to be fully 

compliant come January 2019.

MONTH IN FM 

42 New product and service launches and 

company news from the FM industry.

FIRST PERSON

57 Rory Murphy Blog: “Developing skills for the 

digital age”  

Charity: A celebration of the good work that FM firms 

and professionals are doing for charities and their 

local communities.

58 People: Find out who’s moving where in the 

facilities management profession.

59 Career Ladder:  This month we talk to Parus 

Dhanani, FM for Loughborough University 

London.

In next month’s edition, we ask a range of CAFM 

vendors what opportunity exists for them to take 

an integrated partnership approach to meeting 

client needs, with some examples of the benefits 

this has brought to both their clients and end 

users. We explain why a crucial part of workplace 

wellbeing is the sense of engagement it brings 

to the whole organisation; discover the benefits 

of smart meters in the workplace and unveil the 

latest energy management technologies that 

keep data centres working.  As we enter one 

of the busiest times of the year for events and 

conferences we get an expert view on maintaining 

event security in a state of heightened concern 

and the ways in which managers, security teams 

and FM should now address security, event 

management and crowd safety.

To register for your free copy of FMJ visit fmj.co.uk

34

22

PROFILE - DEBRA WARD

22  Sara Bean talks to Debra Ward about her 

recent move into a specially created role at 

JLL which demonstrates why the human experience 

is taking centre stage for the property management 

firm.

SCIENCE OF FM

26 Dr Edward Finch, author of an Anabas 

white paper on agile working, looks at how 

a better understanding of human nature can help 

create a harmonious, engaged workforce.       

CYBER SECURITY  

30 The use of connected data in building 

operation and management is fuelling 

the rise of cybercrime, warns information security 

specialist Andy Compton, MD of information 

security consultancy Blackfoot UK.       

30

      CONTENTSFollow us on Facebook and Twitter @FMJtoday

mailto:sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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INCENTIVE ACQUIRES THIRD M&E BUSINESS
Incentive FM Group has acquired a third M&E 

business in a move that will increase the 

geographical reach, scale and range of its Incentive 

Tec business.

Weston Electrical Services (WES Group) will work 

as part of the existing Incentive Tech team, bringing 

the total number of multi skilled mobile engineers 

the Group now operates to over 140 nationwide with 

a further 80 site based technicians, and a turnover in 

excess of £30 million from its M&E business.

In addition, WES Group also provides a range of 

specialist fire and security services, including access 

control and fire systems installation and maintenance, 

which will be added to the Group’s portfolio of 

services.

WES Group has a turnover in excess of £10 

million and a strong customer base in the retail and 

prestigious buildings sectors, working with companies 

such as Travis Perkins, Dunelm, Argos and Homebase.

WES Group founder John Rogers will be retiring 

aft er 35 years, however fellow Directors Ian and Linda 

Rogers will continue to lead the business and will 

remain along with all existing staff .

The company will continue to operate under its 

own brand name with its off ices in Weston-Super-Mare 

being retained as the Incentive Group’s new South 

West base.

NEW HARD FM FRAMEWORK AIMS TO SAVE NHS & 
PUBLIC SECTOR OVER £5M
NHS Shared Business Services 

(NHS SBS) has launched a new 

estates and facilities supplier 

framework to save public sector 

organisations an average of 

five per cent, whilst providing 

a legally-compliant route to 

market for a range of essential 

products and services.

The Hard Facilities Management 
framework which aims to save 
the the public sector more than 
£5 million over the next four years 
has an estimated value of around 
£100 million and is free to access 
for NHS and other public bodies.

The ready-to-use contracts, 
which run until 2021, allow 
hospitals, GP practices, schools 
and local authorities, as well any 
other public sector organisation, 

to purchase some of the essential 
services they need to function 
safely and eff iciently in a quick 
and cost-eff ective way.

This latest framework agreement 
adds to NHS SBS’s comprehensive 
estates and facilities portfolio, 
providing a legally-compliant 
route to market for hard FM 
service lines. It includes 45 
diff erent lots, covering everything 
from building management 
systems and removal services; to 
fire safety equipment & training, 
electrical sundries and hard FM 
fully managed services.

Following a robust procurement 
process carried out by NHS SBS, 
which included upfront financial 
checks and evaluation of quality 
assurance, 85 suppliers were 

awarded a place on the framework 
across the diff erent lots.

The negotiated contracts are 
OJEU (Off icial Journal of the 
European Union) compliant, 
which means framework users can 
choose to make direct purchases 
from a listed supplier, or run mini-
tenders as per their individual 
requirements.

The launch of the new Hard 
Facilities Management framework 
means that NHS SBS now 
provides a complete estates 
and facilities portfolio to the 
public sector. The other contract 
frameworks that are immediately 
available in this area are 
Modular Buildings, Construction 
Consultancy Services and Soft  
Facilities Management.

FIRST WAVE OF TRAINING COURSE TO BE DELIVERED BY THE 
BIFM ACADEMY ARE UNVEILED 
This autumn will see the BIFM Academy commence its first wave of training courses which will be made 

available to FM professionals both face-to-face and online.

The British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) released the dates as it nears the end of its long-

standing training agreement with Quadrilect in September 2017.

The courses on off er are for those in the FM sector looking to fill skills gaps identified throughout any stage in 

their career.

The first release of face-to-face courses include:

• The Essentials of Property Management 3 – 4 Oct

• Introduction to Team Leading and Management 31 Oct

• Facilities Management Strategic Sourcing 31 Oct – 1 Nov

• Understanding and Managing Building Services 9 – 10 Nov

• Black Belt Negotiation Masterclass 14 – 15 Nov

• Facilities Management Strategic Sourcing 5 – 6 Dec

• Introduction to Team Leading and Management 7 Dec

Further training opportunities being delivered by the BIFM Academy will be made over the coming months.

DON’T WAIT FOR THE 
DISASTER BEFORE ACTING
It doesn’t make sense to ignore warnings 
of growing threats to our security, as David 
Ward of Ward Security explains. 
The frequent news reports about major 
corporations and organisations suffering 
devastating cyber-attacks serve to act as a 
reminder that far too many are not heeding 
warnings. When you consider the damage 
these attacks do, including reputational 
damage, it’s hard to comprehend why so many 
will only act after a disaster. 

All organisations should be aware of what’s 
happening around them and the environment 
they operate in. Information is crucial to 
making sure organisations are well protected, 
and this doesn’t only apply to cyber-security.

��	���!	���	���	�	���	"�������	#��������	
reported that police-recorded crime has risen 
by 10 per cent across England and Wales – the 
largest annual rise for a decade. 

This is the kind of information organisations 
should be paying heed to. We live in troubling 
and threatening times; with fewer police 
and rising crime. So the onus should be on 
organisations compensating to better protect 
themselves. 

Protecting your organisation’s reputation 
should be the minimum driver for ensuring you 
have a culture of preparedness and ongoing 
self-assessment of security. It is crucial to 
conduct ongoing or periodic assessments of 
your security stance, and it is something we 
should all feel comfortable with. 

We should all be paying attention to the 
news and the new threats that constantly 
emerge. When another organisation suffers 
an attack we should ask ourselves ‘could that 
happen to us? What can we do to ensure it 
doesn’t?”

It simply doesn’t make sense to ignore 
threats or warnings until they become 
uncomfortable realities. 

 INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

 IN MY VIEW 

Ward Security 
t: 0845 872 1330
www.ward-security.co.uk

David Ward, CEO of Ward Security

INDUSTRY INSIGHT      FMJ.CO.UK

http://www.ward-security.co.uk
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12-14  SEPTEMBER 2017
RWM Exhibition

NEC Birmingham  
www.rwmexhibition.com

14  SEPTEMBER 2017
Thursday FM Networking
A monthly networking event for people 
in and associated with the Facility 
Management Industry.

Central London  
www.thursdayfm.com

25-27  SEPTEMBER 2017
FM Expo

Dubai World Trade Centre  
www.fm-expo.com

28  SEPTEMBER 2017
Quora Autumn Summit

Understanding workplace productivity
8 Fenchurch Place, London
www.quoraconsulting.com

09  OCTOBER 2017
BIFM Awards 2017

Grosvenor House Hotel, London  
www.bifmawards.org

10-12  OCTOBER 2017
UK Construction Week

NEC, Birmingham 
www.ukconstructionweek.com

18-20  OCTOBER 2017
IFMA’s World Workplace Conference & 
Expo 2017 

Houston, Texas USA  
www.ifma.org

28  NOVEMBER 2017
FM Christmas Party 

Grange St. Paul’s Hotel, London  
http://bit.ly/1nAuxoF

29-30  JANUARY 2018
FM Forum 

Radisson Blu Hotel, London, Stansted  
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

19-21  JUNE 2018
Facilities Show 2018 

ExCeL, London  
www.facilitiesshow.com

DATES FOR THE 
FM DIARY

Revenue remains on the 
up at ISS 
ISS has reported a continued growth 
in total revenue and stable margins 
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SURVEY SHOWS FM PROFESSIONALS 
BELIEVE BIM WILL SUPPORT THE 
DELIVERY OF FM
Building Information Modelling (BIM) has the potential to 

deliver significant benefits to the facilities management 

industry, according to the results of a new survey published 

by BIFM.

The FM Awareness of Building Information Modelling 

survey, developed in partnership with Liverpool John Moores 

University and the Zurich University of Applied Sciences, aims 

to establish a benchmark of the current perceptions of the 

impact of BIM on the FM sector and the benefits and challenges 

it presents.

The key findings of the survey are:

 � Eighty-three per cent of respondents believe BIM will 
help support the delivery of facilities management, 
with the same number indicating it is already having an 
impact, or will do so, in the next five years.

 � Eighty-one per cent agree or strongly agree that BIM may 
offer companies that adopt and use it an advantage over 
those that do not. Eighty-three per cent agree or strongly 
agree that BIM has the potential to deliver significant 
added value to FM.

 � Only 39.8 per cent have some experience of being 
involved in a BIM project and just 20 per cent have 
direct experience of writing or implementing an Asset 
Management Strategy.

 � Seventy-two per cent say the FM industry is not yet 
clear what BIM is and 67 per cent disagree or strongly 
disagree that the FM industry is well prepared to deal 
with BIM projects, indicating more work needs to be 
done to ensure people are better informed about and 
more prepared for BIM projects.

 � This aligns with the 91.3 per cent of respondents who 
agree or strongly agree that facilities managers would 
benefit from more familiarisation with BIM to be able to 
define the outputs in the BIM process.

Some of the key benefits of BIM to FM highlighted by the 

research are:

 � Helping strategic decision making about asset 
maintenance and management.

 � Visualisation in terms of customer perception of their 
buildings and assets.

 � Visualisation for maintenance staff for planning 
maintenance and health and safety issues.

 � The transfer of data from construction into CAFM and 
other software tools.

FMJ.CO.UK      INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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ISS AWARDED 5-YEAR 
ASIA PACIFIC IFS DEAL 
WITH ABB 
ISS has won an initial five-year contract 

providing a full range of facility services 

across the Asia Pacific region to ABB, a 

global pioneering technology leader in 

electrification products, robotics and 

motion, industrial automation and power grids, serving customers in utilities, 

industry and transport & infrastructure sectors.

With a phased-in commencement from 1 November 2017, the contract includes 

further extension options subject to ISS achieving specific performance measures 

and both agreeing to extend.

The new IFS contract between ABB and ISS is built on a first generation 

outsourcing project for ABB, allowing ABB to concentrate on its core business.

The contract’s scope and geographical footprint covers more than 1.5 million 

square metres across 120 locations in Asia Pacific with the largest countries in 

scope being China and India.

If you have any knowledge of FM news from across the world, please 
feel free to get in touch with our assistant editor Sarah O’Beirne at 
sarah.obeirne@kpmmedia.co.uk

FSI GLOBAL ANNOUNCES GENERAL MANAGER 
APPOINTMENT IN HONG KONG    

Facilities management soft ware provider, 

FSI Global, has expanded its international 

presence with the opening of a new off ice in 

Hong Kong, headed up by Danny Ho, General 

Manager – Asia.

Ho joins the business with almost 30 years’ 

experience of technology sales and strategic 

business development in the Greater China 

and Asia Pacific regions.

He has a vast experience of management 

in strategic areas ranging from real estate, 

rngineering and construction, building 

lifecycle, enterprise asset management, 

total facilities management and BIM, which 

he will use to further raise the FSI brand and profile in the Greater China and 

Asia Pacific regions.

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
TRAINING FOR FMS – 
WHICH WAY TO GO?
By Stacey Collins, Head of Environment, 
Health and Safety, International Workplace

The answer really depends on what you want to DO with your 
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MACRO APPOINTS NEW 
MIDDLE EAST FM CONSULTANT 
Emma Harvey has been appointed to Macro’s 

facilities management consultancy team in the 

Middle East.

Harvey has previously worked for JLL, Arabtec 

Holding, Serco and KPMG, and has provided expert 

advice to a wide range of clients in the commercial, 

residential and leisure sectors.

With a background in FM operations, Harvey has strong experience in managing 

complex projects on both the client side and contractor side. Notably, she 

previously managed a large commercial tower in Dubai, which has a total floor 

area of one million square feet.

Harvey has eight years’ experience in FM in the UAE, and brings a wealth of 

experience in FM consultancy, asset management, real estate and contract 

management.

 LEGAL VIEW 
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Discover the new underlay for LVT

Amorim ECO21dB

Amorim ECO21dB

An eco-friendly solution that combines 
sustainable materials in a never ending 
green cycle. 

100% reusable
and recyclable

Tested according to 
MMFA requirements, 
Group 1+2 

Impact noise
reduction 21dB

Excellent indentation
resistance results

Crumb rubber free

High reduction
of telegraphy effects

www.amorimcorkcomposites.com

The  perfect underlay LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tiles).

The agglomerated cork and recycled EVA is pressure-resistant 
and provides protection for the flooring against damage. Produced 
from recycled and natural materials and crumb rubber free, 
Amorim ECO21dB is a totally sustainable underlay that is compati-
ble with underfloor heating systems, suited for levelling out localized 
uneven areas, able to withstand repeated loads of short duration, 
resistant against very heavy loads and protects LVT from damage to 
the click-system joints.

http://www.amorimcorkcomposites.com


On 10th - 12th October, Energy 

2017 will once again unite 

industry professionals within 

the energy sector at the NEC in 

Birmingham. 

Providing new and upcoming market 

solutions to energy managers, architects, 

project managers, FM professionals, 

consultants, engineers and developers, 

Energy 2017 will act as the centre hub of 

meeting industry peers to network and 

discover new innovations and energy 

saving ideas within a wider range of 

interconnected industries.

Dedicated to renewables, innovation 

and power solutions, the show brings 

together all energy suppliers under one 

roof providing industry-tailored feature 

programmes to suit your needs. Energy 

2017 off ers the opportunity to meet in 

a professional setting with key industry 

suppliers, whether it be on exhibitors’ 

stands, association stations or forum 

hubs or whether you participate in the 

Hosted Buyers Programme. 

Energy 2017 is one of nine exciting 

shows taking place across three days 

as part of UK Construction Week - the 

largest free-to-attend trade show for the 

built environment. TV personalities and 

industry experts George Clarke, Steph 

McGovern and Tom Dyckhoff  will be 

introducing proceedings on the UKCW 

Stage across the three days.

ENERGY 2017 TO HOST LOWCVP LOW 
CARBON CHAMPIONS AWARDS
The LowCVP Low Carbon Champions 

Awards will be hosted at Energy 2017. 

The winners will be announced during 

a special presentation on the evening of 

Wednesday 11th October at a gala dinner 

alongside Energy 2017 at the Concourse 

Suites 1 & 2, NEC, Birmingham.

The LowCVP Low Carbon Champions 

Awards recognise organisations that 

have made a real diff erence in the area 

of low carbon road transport. There 

are seven award categories altogether, 

ranging from cars to innovation, from 

fuels to publications, plus two special 

awards.

SAFETY AND QUALITY IN BUILDINGS – 
FREE CPD WORKSHOPS
Energy 2017 is bringing the leading 

authorities together to deliver FREE 

CPD advice and guidance on key issues 

including:

 � Post Grenfell: Essential Guidance on 

Buildings Safety & Fire Prevention 

(A definitive update on building 

regulations)

 � Fire Prevention (Guidance on 

Sprinklers, Fire Doors, Dampening)

 � Flammable Building Materials 

(Cladding and other materials – 

latest advice)

 � Health & Safety (Do you know your 

responsibilities and how to avoid 

prosecution)

 � Improving Safety through 

Technology

These CPD workshops are tailored for 

professionals responsible for building 

safety. Ensure you book your place early 

as spaces are limited.

If you’d like to register your interest 

in the meantime, please do so by email: 

info@ukconstructionweek.com 

EVENING FUN
Guests will also have the opportunity 

to unwind with a variety of evening 

entertainment.

A big success in 2016, the Beer and 

Ale Festival will off er more than 15 beers 

and a selection of hot food, as well as live 

music and entertainment.

Also returning this year is the popular 

Casino Night, taking place at Genting 

International Casino at Resorts World 

Birmingham.

Just a five-minute walk from the doors 

of Energy 2017, the Casino Night off ers 

the perfect opportunity for you and your 

colleagues to enjoy a night relaxing and 

playing all the casino has to off er or just 

enjoy the entertainment and chance to 

network.

WORLD EXCLUSIVE! 
SELF-DEPLOYING BUILDINGS
UK Construction Week 2017 will see the 

world premiere of Ten Fold, which will 

be deploying its TF-64 building live at 

the show.

With the only requirement for 

installation being a stable ground, the 

options for Ten Fold’s structures are 

expansive, including the ability to stack 

units for more space. The standard 

structure, the TF-64, includes 729ft 2 

of clear space when open and 112ft 2 

of storage space when closed. Doors, 

windows, and partition panels act 

as modular components that can be 

arranged in a number of ways. The 

structure accommodates plumbing for 

showers, bathrooms, and kitchens to 

be fixed inside the unit or in adjoining 

modules. 

PICK OF THE SEMINARS
There will be plenty of talking points 

raised in the REA Theatre. Key sessions 

include:

Nina Skorupska, Chief Executive, 

Renewable Energy Association

What Will The UK’s Energy Policy Look 

Like Post Brexit?

10th October; 11:00 – 11.30

Brian Worrall, Corporate Aff airs 

Director, Certas Energy

Fuelling a Cleaner, Healthier 

Construction Industry

10th October; 15:45 – 16:15

David Coyne, Director, Ashwell 

Biomass

Developing Biomass Solutions

11th October 2017; 11:00 – 11:30

Stuart Easterbrook, Future Gas 

Strategy Manager, Cadent Gas Ltd

How Will We Be Heating Our Homes In 

2050?

11th October; 13:45 – 14:15

Finian Parrick, MD, Minibems

Impact Of Variable Flow And 

Temperature Control On Complex Heat 

Systems

12th October; 11:45 – 12:15

For free registration please visit: 

www.energyliveshow.co.uk

POWER UP AT ENERGY 2017

The industry trade event dedicated to renewables, innovation and power solutions within the 
built environment returns this year - jam-packed with world leading content, CPD sessions 
and leading industry brands
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#loveyourworkspace

KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com

KI’s portfolio of workplace furniture helps some of the 
world’s leading organisations to create a happy, healthy, 
high performing working environment for their people.

The ideal working environment is different for every 
individual. This is why a better understanding of the 
relationship between personality types and office 
landscapes can help enhance productivity & wellbeing.

Find out more:
www.kieurope.com/loveyourworkspace

http://www.kieurope.com/loveyourworkspace
mailto:workplace@kieurope.com
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INTERSERVE WINS £90M FM DEAL 
WITH DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT
Interserve has landed a new contract worth £90 million to provide total FM services 

for the Department for Transport (DfT).

The five-year deal covers facilities at 11 departments – the DfT and nine of its agencies, 

plus the Environment Agency. These include services to DfT’s headquarters building 

in London, Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), Maritime & Coastguard Agency 

(MCA), British Transport Police (BTP), Highways England (HE), Air Accident Investigation 

Branch (AAIB), HS2 Ltd, Government Car Service (GCS), Rail Accident Investigation 

Branch (RAIB), and the Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA) plus the Environment Agency 

(EA).

It is the first time all 11 departments’ FM services will be handled by a single provider. 

The contract award marks a new chapter in Interserve’s longstanding relationship with 

DfT, and will see the introduction of integrated working practices designed to drive 

further operational eff iciency across the estate.

Cordant Services, part of Cordant Group, has won a new 
contract with multi-channel retailer, Ideal Shopping 
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CBRE IS THE PERFECT 
FIT FOR CLARKS’ FM 
CONTRACT
Global real estate advisor, CBRE, has been 

appointed by global casual footwear 

brand, Clarks, to provide total facilities 

management in a five-year deal.

The contract terms will see CBRE 

providing a range of FM services for Clarks’ 

headquarters in Street, Somerset as well 

as for two of the company’s distribution 

centres in Somerset and Cumbria.

Services are to include mechanical and 

electrical, project management, cleaning, 

security, reception and postal services as 

well as a helpdesk.

APLEONA LANDS NEW MAJOR 
DEAL WITH WORLDWIDE 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP

Global technology company, ABB, has 

entered a five-year contract with Apleona 

for the delivery of facility management 

services in the UK and Ireland.

The Switzerland-based firm agreed 

the multi-million pound contract that 

will see Apleona deliver total facilities 

management services including technical 

services, reception services, cleaning and 

security services across 16 locations.

The new agreement is part of Apleona’s 

largest international contract that sees the 

company deliver facility services to 120 

ABB locations across Europe in countries 

including Switzerland, Germany, Austria, 

France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, 

Spain, England, Ireland, Poland.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT      FMJ.CO.UK



www.jacksons-fencing.co.uk

0800 408 4766

We combine the highest quality
perimeter security fencing and

gates with seventy years of expertise 
to provide you with the right solution 

for your project, large or small.

“MY PASSION IS 
ALWAYS GOING THAT 

EXTRA MILE - 
WHATEVER THE JOB”Steve Lang, CNC Programmer/Operator, 3 years with Jacksons

OUR PASSION 
IS YOUR SECURITY

http://www.jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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Electrical safety testing in the 

public sector raises specific 

concerns. Whilst ensuring that the 

public are safe the services need 

to be accessible with minimum 

disruption. Management of the 

building is oft en outsourced to a 

facilities management company; 

and the over-arching relationship 

between the client, the FM and the 

sub-contractor is key, requiring 

shared responsibilities and 

common goals.      

Health and safety should be at 

the top of the priority list for all 

businesses, and a service provider 

can demonstrate a commitment to 

their clients’ objectives by attaining an 

industry standard such as ISO 18001. 

Membership of a reputable safety 

body such as RoSPA and compliance 

with recognised codes of practice 

will provide further evidence of an 

eff ective safety management system. 

Engineers who have received specialist 

training in areas of health and safety 

and working in public areas can put 

in place measures to help manage 

risk to the public. Insurance cover is 

also essential for the company, 

with £10 million public liability 

being the minimum. 

Access is a challenge when testing 

in the public sector; and flexibility is 

crucial in order to minimise disruption 

to services. Public buildings such 

as museums, libraries and leisure 

centres, for instance, will require 

testing ‘out-of-hours’, and a site survey 

will identify the specifics of the testing 

and the scheduling requirements. 

Testing in hospitals and emergency 

response centres (where essential 

equipment cannot be ‘powered down’) 

also requires careful planning. Schools 

and colleges like to test during school 

holidays and our figures show that 

testing done during these periods is at 

least 20 per cent more productive than 

in term-time.

In a modern world where threats to 

security have become commonplace, 

a contractor who has an established 

labour-force and vigilantly carries out 

regular checks on work permits and 

security clearances should inspire 

confidence. Pre-start surveys and 

meetings will identify any specific 

security risks posed by the site and 

requirements for additional access 

training. On secure sites such as 

government off ices and HM Prisons, 

the client should consider the use of 

a chaperone – a client representative 

– who will accompany the engineer 

around the site to ensure that all 

systems and services are left  as found. 

The risk to data security is also a 

key concern for public sector clients, 

and powering down of sensitive and 

critical communications equipment 

requires careful planning and 

collaboration between the contractor, 

site security and IT representatives. 

A contractor can reduce the risk of 

data loss with tailored IT systems 

for record-keeping. Furthermore, an 

Application Programming Interface 

(API) can enable secure and eff ective 

communication between systems, 

with the contractor uploading data 

directly onto the client’s soft ware. An 

experienced service provider should 

also have its own information 

security management system and 

trained employees for managing 

personal data.   

Schools and colleges have their own 

set of challenges when it comes to 

electrical compliance, and statistics 

show that children and young people 

are more at risk of injury due to 

electrical faults than other age groups. 

Day-to-day running of the school, 

including responsibility for the health 

and safety of employees and pupils, 

is normally delegated to the head 

teacher and school management 

team. They have a key role in making 

sure risks are managed eff ectively 

on site. 

Historically, testing of electrical 

appliances in schools and colleges 

has been carried out by a caretaker. 

Outsourcing, however, is becoming 

more common as compliance testing 

carried out by a school caretaker, 

albeit with the best intentions, is not 

going to be as eff ective or eff icient 

as a trained engineer. With multiple 

tasks to complete the caretaker will 

oft en test sporadically to fit around 

other more urgent or reactive duties. 

Suitable training will be required 

which comes at a cost. A qualified, 

experienced engineer will conduct 

in excess of double the tests per day 

and complete a whole site eff iciently 

whilst freeing up the caretaker to 

carry out other key responsibilities. 

As well as allowing the caretaker to 

carry out more jobs it also reduces the 

opportunity cost and ensures that the 

job is completed by a fully qualified 

test engineer with experience of 

working on educational sites. 

Some schools like to benefit from 

fixed prices and schedule their testing 

up to five years ahead, with the same 

engineers returning year aft er year as 

they are familiar with the site. In this 

way the school remains compliant 

and confident that the environment is 

safe and they have demonstrated cost-

eff iciency whilst securing their budgets 

for the future. 

With budget cuts and the need to 

demonstrate sensible spending of 

public funds, public bodies have 

to consider more cost-eff ective 

ways of service delivery. During the 

tender process the public sector 

should be asking service providers to 

demonstrate how their core values 

mirror those of their own and what 

added-value they can bring. As well 

as safety, the service provider will 

need to demonstrate a commitment 

to other core values such as quality, 

environmental and training by having 

tried and tested management systems, 

and initiatives in place to support 

energy and social values for instance.      

An experienced provider will have 

the ability to share the public body’s 

responsibilities. A good company 

should off er a total compliance service 

with online recording of testing dates 

and the setting of reminders for 

when inspection and testing is due. 

Public bodies who value technical 

expertise and tailored delivery above 

low-cost service provision will benefit 

from a proposition that is service-

driven and sustainable. Ultimately 

an expert provider can manage the 

challenges faced by the public sector 

around electrical compliance by 

building long-term relationships and 

committing to shared values that 

improve performance, reduce costs 

and increase control.    

www.calbarrie.com

Tim Beardsmore, Commercial Director of Calbarrie Compliance Services, explains the 
particular challenges faced when managing the electrical compliance of public buildings

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND 
ELECTRICAL COMPLIANCE
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SAVE MONEY, KWH AND CO2

New generation pumps can often reduce energy expenditure by 30-50%, giving you a short payback time on new 

pump investments. Get an overview of your options with a free Grundfos Energy Check.

A large office building in central London is saving 318,000 kWh per year after they followed through on 

recommendations they received having undertaken a Grundfos Energy Check. This amounts to a massive saving of 

£30k p.a., a large reduction in CO2 emissions and an excellent ROI.

At Grundfos we are typically able to achieve savings of 30-50% for our customers with Energy Checks. The result: 

short payback times, continued energy savings, and many other benefits.

How much could you save?

Visit www.grundfos.co.uk for more information on these and many other products and solutions.

BUILDING HIGHER

PERFORMANCE
IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

GRUNDFOS 

GO REMOTE

GRUNDFOS 

MAGNA3

GRUNDFOS 

TPE3

http://www.grundfos.co.uk
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FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
Steven Fox of Qube Global Software explains how International Financial Reporting 
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International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) were initially 

introduced as an attempt to harmonise 

the way accounting was carried out 

across the European Union, but these 

specifications have since become a 

global practice due to their success 

at providing real financial clarity. 

Thanks to IFRS, an organisation will 

know virtually all pertinent financial 

information when looking to merge 

or acquire with another enterprise. 

However, there continues to be 

amendments made to the foundations, 

with the ultimate aim of giving a more 

comprehensive picture of what is 

going on within a given organisation. 

The UK has operated under IFRS since 

2005, and while some have speculated 

that Brexit may jeopardise the 

continuation of this, it’s mostly agreed 

that the standard (and all subsequent 

updates) will remain active if and when 

the UK leaves the EU. And so, from 

1st January 2019 a new standard will 

be ushered in, fundamentally changing 

the way in which businesses report and 

disclose leasing information – IFRS 16. 

These changes will have a significant 

impact on some organisations and the 

International Accounting Standards 

Board anticipates that the value of many 

businesses’ off  balance sheet leases will 

be equivalent to as much, if not more 

than, the value of their total assets. 

In essence, then, the purpose of the 

update is to establish the principles for 

acknowledgement, measurement, and 

disclosure of leases. For the first time, 

all lease obligations will appear on 

the balance sheet, an unprecedented 

change causing a projected US 

$2.8 trillion swell in ‘reappearing’ 

financial information. But while this 

seems dramatic on first inspection, 

it’s ultimately for the greater good, 

providing business leaders with total 

assurance of what they are dealing with, 

both internally and externally. 

But why is this important for FM? Well, 

both existing and new leases will now 

be reported for the first time, meaning 

first and foremost that any business 

with a leasing strategy or extensive 

portfolio of leased assets will need to 

begin laying the groundwork in order 

to be fully compliant come January 

2019. Secondly, IFRS 16 by its very 

nature will significantly impact listed 

companies of all types and their profit 

projections, so the need for absolute 

clarity on the topic is paramount if 

leaders wish to placate shareholders. 

Thirdly, as a result of this new 

requirement, the real estate and wider 

built environment will likely begin to 

assume responsibility for financial 

reporting. So what do FMs and those 

in the wider built environment need to 

know? 

GETTING EVERYONE ON THE 
SAME PAGE
The main point of diff erence between 

the current regulation, IAS 17, and 

IFRS 16 is that finance and operating 

leases will both subsequently appear 

on the balance sheet. Under the new 

standard, operating leases will also 

report depreciation and interest 

separately. IAS 17 makes it diff icult for 

financial statement users to clearly 

see the eff ect of operating leases and 

therefore obstructs useful comparisons 

with other companies. Essentially, 

under the current standard you 

cannot distinguish between those 

who lease and those who buy. IFRS 16 

will completely change this. As IASB 

Chairman Hans Hoogervorst remarks, 

“The new standard will provide much-

needed transparency on companies’ 

lease assets and liabilities, meaning 

that off  balance sheet lease financing is 

no longer lurking in the shadows. It will 

also improve comparability between 

companies that lease and those that 

borrow to buy”. 

STANDARD PRACTICE

Moreover, with operating leases 

being capitalised, there will also 

be a shift  in financial metrics, 

particularly for those that have a 

large number of these leases. Asset 

turnover, operating expenditure and 

equity will be negatively impacted, 

whereas liabilities, reported debt, 

and recorded assets will increase 

dramatically. Clearly, this change 

will necessitate the need for frank 

conversations between FMs, real 

estate professionals, the C-suite, and 

wider company shareholders. With 

the goalposts moving under IFRS 16 

(particularly metrics such as EBITDA), 

KPIs could essentially become 

unachievable, therefore decision 

makers will need to begin the process 

of acclimatising shareholders to these 

changes as soon as possible. 

MOVING OVER 
In terms of transition, executives have 

two options: modified retrospective or 

fully retrospective. Each approach has 

its pros and cons, so selection must 

be approached on a case-by-case 

basis. It is generally understood that 

fully retrospective accounting off ers 

a more meticulous comparison of an 

organisation between old and new 

standards, but it also demands that 

two simultaneous reports be draft ed, 

inevitably costing more in time and 

money. This seems an opportune 

moment for decision makers to 

consider how web-based applications 

can help prepare and maintain all 

pertinent financial information, thus 

alleviating much of the labour-

intensive work required in order to be 

fully compliant come January 2019. 

EMBRACING COLLABORATIVE 
REPORTING
Accountancy has always been the 

reserve of the finance department, 

but IFRS 16 will create a ‘new normal’. 

The new standard primarily implicates 

land and built assets (in addition to 

plant, machinery and equipment), 

therefore real estate professionals 

must begin to involve themselves 

in achieving full compliance and 

maintenance of financial accuracy. 

Essentially, accountancy will formulate 

part of their remit.  

But IFRS 16 implicates both finance 

and operational leases, therefore 

bringing anyone handling leased 

equipment into the fray. FM service 

providers, like most service based 

businesses, lease a large majority 

of expensive machinery to keep 

operational costs lean. FMs have 

also typically overseen the leasing 

of estates and facilities, so IFRS 16 

will undoubtedly engender a more 

collaborative approach going forward, 

mostly as a matter of necessity. As 

discussed, this update will see trillions 

of dollars finding their way back onto 

the balance sheet. No one department 

will be able to orchestrate this slew 

of financial data, so FM will need to 

be prepared to off er analysis and 

expertise. 

WHAT’S NOT COVERED?
While the update is a significant and 

somewhat overwhelming change 

to financial reporting, organisations 

would do well to not lose sight of the 

details – in particular, what is not in 

need of disclosure under IFRS 16. 

Leasing arrangements for natural gas 

and minerals, service concessions, 

smaller inexpensive equipment leases, 

and intellectual property licensing 

are all exempt, among many others. 

Business leaders and FMs who are 

extensive users of these kinds of leasing 

arrangements should familiarise 

themselves with the intricacies of the 

update in order to collate the right 

information when initiating a formal 

transition.  

ANYTHING ELSE?
International listed companies should 

pay close attention to reporting 

consistency throughout their supply 

chains, doing so will ensure veracity 

and total compliance when operating 

across borders. This is particularly 

important for businesses working in the 

US, as organisations will have need to 

meet a Financial Accounting Standards 

Board (FASB) specific standard in 

addition to IFRS 16.
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IFMA FELLOW’S VIEW

DAVE WILSON, 

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

OF MORPHOSE IS CURRENTLY 

ENGAGED IN WRITING THE RICS 

STRATEGIC GUIDANCE ON FM, 

WHICH ALIGNS WITH THE ISO 

STANDARDS. 

The new standard is just the start 

of an exciting journey for facility 

management. Not least of its 

impacts will, I hope, be an end to 

discussions about what FM is, since it contains the 

final definitive definition of what we do: FM is 

the “organisational function which integrates 

people, place and process within the built 

environment with the purpose of improving 

the quality of life of people and the 

productivity of the core business”.

This new standard forms the key 

stepping stone to two other important 

standards. Firstly, there is ISO41012, on 

strategic sourcing of FM which has been 

published simultaneously with 41011 

and provides excellent guidance on how to 

take decisions on what services are needed 

and how to decide how best to obtain those 

services, including issues around whether or not to 

outsource. 

But most excitingly next year will see the publication 

of ISO41001, which is a management system standard, 

equivalent to ISO9001 which most people will be familiar 

with, but specifically aimed at 

organisations providing facility 

management.  For me, that 

finally gives our profession 

and industry the credibility 

we have sought for so long. 

Having a standard which allows 

accreditation of both internal 

FM teams and external providers 

allows not only a benchmark by 

which fitness for purpose of an FM 

organisation can be assessed, but a means 

of demonstrating to clients - again, whether 

they are internal or external - that the service is both 

professional and tailored to meet their needs. 

That is because the standard requires a process to be 

followed which ensures alignment of the FM service with 

the actual needs of the organisation it serves, known as the 

“demand organisation”. Starting from a strategic analysis of 

the demand organisation’s activities and real needs, through 

to the expression of those needs as specified requirements 

of the FM service, the standard not only stipulates a 

documented process but provides thorough guidance on the 

issues to be considered.

Following that, there is a process for assessing 

delivery resources and then controlling, measuring and 

amending service outcomes. Through this mechanism the 

management system approach permits FM professionals 

to focus on clients’ real needs and apply their skills to 

the development of consistent yet flexible service 

delivery.

For me, this combination of Standards 

could be revolutionary. Accredited 

FM organisations will, in eff ect, 

have the means to create their 

own specification of services 

by following the process 

set out, and the means to 

demonstrate compliance with 

both that specification and 

with the needs of client and 

service users. It makes it far 

simpler for internal teams to 

demonstrate their competence, 

for buyers to assess potential 

service providers, and for those 

service providers to guarantee the 

reliability and suitability of their services. 

If achieving ISO41001 accreditation becomes 

widely required, as I hope it will, the real value of 

what FM does will at last be beyond dispute. � 

FM CLINIC  

The new ISO 41011:2017 

Facility management 

standard is designed 

to ensure FM is viewed 

as a strategically 

important discipline in the 

management, operation and 

maintenance of the workplace. 

It was recently adopted formally 

by the BIFM; while IFMA and RICS 

have been active in encouraging 

those representing the industry to 

actively engage with the new standard. 

What benefits do you believe it can bring to the 

discipline and what more could FMs, suppliers and FM 

associations do to help promote it to organisations as a 

more formal way of demonstrating the consistent delivery 

and costing of support services?

Dave Wilson

ADVICE & OPINION

 
For me, this combination of 

Standards could be revolutionary. 
Accredited FM organisations will, in 

effect, have the means to create their 
own specification of services by 
following the process set out." 

– Dave Wilson

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your 
questions about the world of facilities management
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THE FM SERVICES 
SUPPLIER’S VIEW

BRUCE MCDONNELL, 

MD, INCENTIVE FM 

Whilst I am all for standardisation 

of processes and qualitative output 

where necessary, I would question 

whether there is enough of a need 

for this and how much it will really 

benefit the industry. For a start, who 

decided this was necessary and on 

what basis? Who did they ask? Was it 

a client driven initiative or an industry one?

 I would guess at the latter which is not, I believe, the best 

way to achieve the objectives of ensuring that the strategic 

importance of facilities management is recognised. This won’t 

happen through standardisation and process – it is and will 

continue to be through the way that FM companies engage with 

their clients.

In my opinion, most of the practices identified in the standard 

are already covered in some way through the typical Industry 

wide adopted standards (18001, 14001 and 9001).  Does this 

then just become another tick box for procurement and an 

opportunity for increasing revenues for auditors and consultants? 

Is it just another cost that we will have to swallow and allocate 

valuable resources to? Will we just be cutting and pasting from 

existing processes?

The standard also covers the importance of having a global 

language and a global FM community. Again, who is this 

important to? Are our customers crying out for this? I doubt it. 

We operate throughout Europe and have never had an issue with 

this.

Perhaps more importantly I don’t believe that this level of 

standardisation is good for the industry. How FM businesses 

operate is surely their intellectual property and allows us to 

diff erentiate. Surely customers want to be able to choose an 

FM partner that suits them, that shares the same culture and 

drivers. What they certainly don’t want is a tender that involves 

participants all waving the same piece of paper that says “yes 

we are strategic and professional because we passed an audit”. 

Surely this positions the industry as less strategic and actually 

more transactional. It gives the end customer less choice and 

even stifles competition. How can that be a positive thing for 

our industry?

In conclusion, nobody has convinced me yet about the 

additional standards, expertise or innovation this will deliver to 

the industry or the benefits it will bring. Our clients know the 

value we bring to their operations because we demonstrate it 

every day. We operate as “trusted advisors” and operate both 

strategically and tactically. We demonstrate robust processes 

that can be tailored to meet individual client’s needs.

I have no doubt we will have to conform to the new 

standard. It is likely to become a requirement for most 

tenders and understandably some clients will believe the 

hype. I am confident that we can easily pass the standard – its 

requirements are lower than our internal ones – but I am yet to 

be convinced if it will deliver any additional client value which 

surely should be the point.  � 

CHAIR OF INTERNATIONAL SIG’S VIEW  

STEVE GLADWIN, 

CHAIR INTERNATIONAL SIG BIFM

As the International Special Interest Group (SIG) for BIFM our 

members are faced with the challenges of managing contracts 

and teams across borders.  

It is oft en not just the 

language or cultural 

diff erences that prove a 

challenge, but also the 

diverse understanding 

of what facilities 

management actually is 

and does.

When thinking about 

setting performance 

standards in terms of 

quality we oft en reference 

ISO 9001, or for safety 

management, ISO 18001. For facilities management there have 

been significant gaps in understanding that are not only about 

language and performance standards, but the very nature of 

the role. 

FM CLINIC 

Bruce McDonnell

Steve Gladwin

ADVICE & OPINION
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The addition of ISO 41001 is a welcome one. In particular the 

clearly articulated vocabulary will help drive a common language 

and understanding in respect to terms that are not always 

applied consistently. Service level agreement, key performance 

indicator, open book and many more have been documented 

and quantified in the new standard. This will make it easier for 

anyone working cross borders to ensure consistency of customer 

experience, service delivery performance or to benchmark 

suppliers.

Our BIFM ISIG 2016 Leaders’ Forum identified the need for a 

facilities management contract framework that could be applied 

across diff erent geographies and regions. It is hoped that the new 

standard that specifies a staged process and methodology for 

the specification, procurement, and management of outsourced 

services, will go some way to solving that challenge. The standard 

provides step-by-step guidance on the overall strategic sourcing 

process and how to prepare and implement adequate internal 

and external FM agreements.

Those writing the standard have taken particular care to 

create a methodology from the strategic planning to operational 

levels of outsourcing FM Services with practical examples. For 

example, so oft en in the industry we hear discussion about issues 

such as input and output specifications but with no common 

and consistent definitions. ISO41001 provides us with easy to 

understand guidance on these aspects. 

The exciting part of this standard is the business case 

framework. This off ers a real opportunity for organisations that 

have not yet realised the benefits of professionally managing 

their facilities to work through the potential benefits for their 

organisation with consistency and precision no matter where in 

the world they are located. 

In years to come, the ISO 41001 will become synonymous 

with consistent standards in terms of FM and the strategic 

sourcing and the development of FM and service agreements. 

We anticipate that the newly proposed standards will provide 

a significant advancement for the FM industry from an 

international perspective and will provide global consistency. 

As part of our programme of events the ISIG will be organising a 

session on the new standard to increase awareness across the 

community of FM practice. �

STANDARDS 
EXPERT’S VIEW

RICHARD JENKINS, 

CEO NSI 

Facilities management is an 

ever evolving discipline. The 

diverse range of activities 

facilities professionals find 

themselves responsible 

for means they will never 

be expert in every one. 

Inevitably, to deliver safe 

and reliable services the knowledge and experience of expert 

contractors and partners is key.  Where health and safety risks 

are significant, i.e. when dealing with mechanical and electrical 

plant or fire safety equipment, activities are highly regulated, 

demanding suitably trained staff  and legal compliance, giving the 

FM a framework for validating supplier activities.  

Determining levels of professionalism requires a benchmark for 

working practice. Within the security sector recognised standards 

can be called on for example in the design, installation and 

maintenance of systems as well as the provision of key holding 

and guarding services and alarm receiving centres. Industry 

experts who develop such standards are supported with input 

from independent certification bodies like the National Security 

Inspectorate (NSI). One important role it plays within the security 

sector is in ensuring standards are in practice readily observable 

and therefore, eff ective. This hidden added value means buyers 

can be more confident in service providers operating to and 

being compliant with standards that “have teeth”, providing 

robust benchmarks to test against.  

The development of a standard is one thing, but embedding 

it for eff ectiveness relies on organisations’ independent 

inspection by a certification body to verify their compliance. 

Third party certificated organisations demonstrate their integrity, 

competence and professionalism to buyers of services, by virtue 

of their certifications. In a demand-driven market consumers buy 

with confidence from suppliers who show proof of competence 

they can deliver to the required standards. 

Contracting an organisation who is third party certificated 

gives buyers assurance about its commitment to quality and 

compliance. 

ISO 41001 launching next year will become a “proof of 

management system competence for FM”. It will be all the more 

powerful when considered alongside the corporate management 

framework, i.e. how the business itself is managed. The new 

standard for FM will play an important role as the value of the 

management aspect of facilities becomes better recognised.

Management systems including quality, environmental and 

health and safety are also subject to their own standards; ISO 

9001 being probably the most commonly recognised. This has a 

significant benefit to the certificated company not only because 

assessment can be part of an integrated audit regime, but equally 

because any improvement notices arising are borne out of 

independent auditors’ understanding of the relevant sector.

Formally recognised standards are a way of raising the levels 

of professionalism, but only when eff ectively implemented. 

Ongoing verification of compliance through independent, 

competent auditing and assessment means service providers 

can compellingly convey their commitment to continual 

improvement in their own specialist services business, as well as 

to providing high standards of service to their FM clients and the 

community at large.  �

Do you have a question that you’d like 

answered by the FMJ Clinic?  

Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk

FM CLINIC  

Richard Jenkins 

ADVICE & OPINION
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PROFILE      DEBRA WARD

Ward is something of a trail blazer in FM. 

I first met her 10 years ago when she was 

heading up Mitie’s newly created Client 

Services front-of-house business. Then, 

the idea of FM as a form of hoteling was 

still regarded as a novel concept. Ward’s 

approach from the start in finding ways of 

empowering and engaging both staff  and 

clients hasn’t wavered, and the JLL role 

gives her the scope to prove that making 

Earlier this year Debra Ward, who 

RICS named one of the top ten faces 

in facilities management in 2015, joined 

commercial property giant JLL in the 

brand-new role of Strategy & Growth 

Director. 

Her move to a company with a strong 

pedigree in corporate real estate is a strong 

indication of how JLL is fully embracing 

the facilities side of its business following 

There are some FM appointments that make you sit up and take notice. Sara Bean talks to Debra 
Ward about her recent move into a specially created role at JLL which demonstrates why the human 
�$%������	��	��(���	�����	�����	���	���	%��%���!	����������	�	��

the acquisition of Integral UK Ltd last year 

and the appointment of FM stalwart Neil 

Murray as CEO of JLL’s Corporate Solutions 

business in Europe, Middle East and Africa 

(EMEA) last March. Murray leads the region’s 

operations and services across Integrated 

Portfolio Services (IPS), Integrated 

Facilities Management (IFM), Project and 

Development Services (PDS), Tétris Design 

and Build, and Technology Solutions.

WARD OF CHANGE
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people happy impacts on organisational 

performance and productivity.  

“The Strategy & Growth role was created 

for me and it was created because of a 

lot of change in the Corporate Solutions 

team – not least of which are our reports on 

flexible work and the human experience,” 

says Ward.

“As a visionary, Neil wanted the flexibility 

to use people where they are best suited 

and I have an MBA in organisational 

behaviour and development and change 

management in the context of services, 

FM and people. To have that plus my 

background in hoteling and more recent 

role in technology it seemed to be a matter 

of not pigeonholing me but ‘let’s put her 

where we bring out the best out of her and 

where her skills best serve the company’. 

“The great part about that is that now 

I’m involved in a lot of diff erent projects 

– the most exciting one being the future 

of work and human experience; as that 

fits right into my sweet spot about what 

makes people happy and therefore more 

productive.”

HUMAN EXPERIENCE
‘Workplace powered by Human Experience’, 

part of a global report series and its 

accompanying tool, the ‘Human Experience 

model’ HX, examine ways in which the 

workplace experience can help businesses 

thrive in the new world of work. The Future 

of Work model comprises five key pillars:

 � Human Experience: Enhance user 

experience through engagement, 

empowerment and fulfilment;

 � Digital Drive: Harness digitisation and 

rich data to enhance people and 

enterprise performance;

 � Continuous Innovation: 

Combine new thinking, 

solutions and processes 

to drive value creation 

and accelerate business 

transformation;

 � Operational Excellence: 

Optimise enterprise 

resources and service 

delivery to increase 

productivity, mitigate risks and 

ensure high performance;

 � Financial Performance: Manage spending 

to enable growth and enhance return on 

investment.

Explains Ward: “The five pillars in the 

Future of work are future proof because we 

can always look at how they work for both 

our own team members and our clients and 

how they can help their own teams.”

The ‘Human Experience model’, JLL’s 

diagnostic tool - is designed to 

spell out in a quantifiable way 

a direct correlation between 

engagement and productivity 

by decoding experiences through 

three major priorities (engagement, 

empowerment and fulfilment) to 

help managers create optimal human 

experiences at work.

Says Ward: “We are using it as our model 

to approach clients and say ‘what does that 

look like and what can we do to help you 

achieve your objectives; using your people, 

your tech, thought processes, operational 

procedures and ultimately financially? What 

can we do for you that makes that quicker, 

faster and better?’”

Ward’s experience is not just in client 

services. She spent 18 months at Macro 

during which it grew by 23 per cent 

and was latterly MD at global soft ware 

company Condeco Soft ware, where her 

understanding of the power of the digitised 

workplace grew. According to Ward there 

is an element of surprise that didn’t exist 

within technology 10 years ago; and JLL’s 

Corporate Solutions function is to help flag 

up these disruptors and prepare clients for 

its impact. 

One of the major findings of the Human 

Experience report was that over half of 

respondents wanted to work from home, 

)��	�	��	%������	��	���	
Future of work are future proof 
because we can always look at 

how they work for both our own 
team members and our clients 

and how they can help their 
own teams.”
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though not all the time, for as soon as the 

number of days exceeded two days a week, 

this desire was dramatically reduced. 

Says Ward: “People still want to come 

into work to collaborate and meet and 

have a sense of collectiveness even in third 

party places. They need their tribe which 

is why there will always be a need to get 

together. All those important elements of 

engagement, empowerment and fulfilment, 

you won’t get over the net.

“This is why for me people always come 

first, if you put them at the heart of what 

you do the rest comes – because you’re 

concentrating on what makes people work.”

FACILITIES ROLE
Aside from her enthusiasm and 

understanding of what makes people tick, 

Ward has considerable experience within 

FM and is already looking at ways JLL can 

bridge the gap between corporate real 

estate and facilities management. 

She has written a paper on the benefits of 

outsourcing with JLL and what it can off er 

from end to end. This ranges from sourcing 

the location, deciding whether to build 

or buy, making sure it is reflective of the 

culture of the organisation and in a location 

which attracts the sort of people that an 

organisation will want to develop. JLL 

seems to be reaff irming its place within the 

FM space; which Ward acknowledges.

“JLL has great expertise in the FM 

area and we have some of the largest 

outsourcing contracts in the world. We’re 

beginning to champion our work in EMEA 

where there’s a massive opportunity and 

our experience and skill can really shine. 

“The acquisition of Integral was key to 

the growth and transformation of our FM 

platform. We’ve given everybody time 

to acclimatise and we are now ready to 

demonstrate our synergies in that area, 

while some great results are already coming 

to fruition.”

TALKING TO THE C-SUITE
Some of the key findings of the Human 

Experience report was that nearly 70 per 

cent of participants agreed that happiness 

at work is the best ingredient to guarantee 

a unique work experience. It also revealed 

that while the larger corporations still 

attract more talent (61 per cent) than 

the smallest ones, almost half (46 per 

cent) of respondents actually aspired to 

joining a start-up environment with an 

entrepreneurial culture.

This is something that Ward herself 

has experienced, in her previous roles 

when she recalls people were given the 

option to vote and take part in furnishing 

the rather sparse 1970s-style off ice. She 

believes strongly that by helping people to 

feel engaged and involved – whatever the 

size of your organisation - will give them 

that reassurance that their organisation 

is collaborating with them to fulfil their 

needs. Does the C-suite really buy into this 

philosophy? Ward argues that it does. 

“The laser like focus on the war for talent 

and fear of not being able to compete is 

driving organisations to take better care of 

their people” she says. 

“Everybody has to find a way to carve out 

and protect their personal time. For some 

it means starting earlier, for others working 

late, which impacts on FM, meaning they’re 

expected to support 24/7 buildings, while 

exploring options such as closing certain 

floors or off ering food for longer periods of 

the day.

“What is really exciting is that it is FM’s 

who are leading the C-suite there. It’s not 

the company it’s their FM people who are 

saying ‘we’re going to help you to be more 

competitive out there by providing better 

facilities for your people to do a great job, 

as otherwise they’re going to go to your 

competitors’.

“It is the leaders in the FM organisations 

who are striving to do the best. The 

service providers are oft en accused of not 

innovating - but they are, because if they 

didn’t they would be dead. It’s Darwinian: 

if we’re not constantly adapting and 

continuously improving we’re going to get 

left  behind and that’s not an option.”

The Human Experience study also found 

that the vast majority (90 per cent) of all 

respondents supported the idea of having a 

Chief Happiness Off icer at work, dedicated 

to employee wellbeing and participants 

also cited trust and kindness as words 

to describe their needs. Choice was also 

important, as people wanted a sense of 

control and having an ability to choose 

where and how they worked. How well 

supported they are to achieve is important 

says Ward.

“We’ve got to help prepare managers to 

lead teams they don’t physically see every 

day,” she argues. “When flexible working 

first came in, a real anxiety emerged 

amongst leaders who were worried that 

they couldn’t see what their people were 

doing. 

“We need to guide them with use 

of the agile working so there is more 

transparency, kindness and trust. Treat 

people like grown-ups; we’re starting to 

recognise that it is stifling to micro manage 

team members, so in a time of agility you 

have got to let people work in the way that 

they want; by moving around the building 

and not sitting at a desk all day. The ability 

to choose their workspace based on the 

work they are doing is key.”

It’s early days in her role but Ward feels 

confident she has the experience and 

autonomy to make a diff erence – as she 

explains it, “be the bee in the pollen”, in 

helping to bring ideas back to the teams 

that do not have daily interactions.

She says: “The company has been so 

welcoming, so transparent and so sharing. 

“JLL feels like a natural home as it 

brings all my experiences, FM, technology, 

services, cultural change specialism and 

hospitality together, enabling me to help 

achieve ambitions.”

FURTHER INFORMATION
http://humanexperience.jll/human-experience-model/

http://humanexperience.jll/human-experience-model/


Energy Management courses  
for Facilities Professionals

Facilities professionals are aptly positioned to guard the energy performance of buildings and implement 
energy management measures. A portfolio of courses has been developed for individuals interested to 
gain practical knowledge of energy management, and apply it effectively in their workplace.

• Fundamentals of Energy Management: 19-20 October 2017 | 1-2 March, 7-8 June 2018 
• Energy Assessments, Measurements and Verification: 18 October 2017 | 5 March, 11 June 2018
• Energy Management Strategy: 17 October 2017 | 6 March, 12 June 2018
• Understanding and Delivering Behavioural Change Programme: 20 September, 29 November 2017 | 13 March 2018
• Lighting – Basic Understanding: 24 October 2017 | 15 March, 20 June 2018
• Turning Data into Energy Savings: 4 October, 6 December 2017 | 21 March, 4 July 2018

These courses are intended for Facilities Managers/Management Consultants, Estates Managers/Directors,  
Building Engineers/Managers/Assessors/Consultants, Candidates interested in becoming energy managers.

www.theema.org.uk  | E: jana.skodlova@theema.org.uk | T: 0203 176 2834

Theory combined with real-world applications.

Stay compliant and up to date with BS 7671
Keep up with the requirements of BS 7671 (IET Wiring Regulations). A subscription to Electrical Standards Plus will always give you 
access to the latest Regulations and guidance, including BS 7671:2018, expected to publish next year.

A subscription provides you with:

 Demonstrable compliance with BS 7671 and a wealth of facilities guidance

 Flexible access, online across all of your sites and offline for field engineers

 Peace of mind that all employees are working to the most up to date   
 version of the books, as all content is automatically updated

 18th Edition IET Wiring Regulations - expected to publish in 2018, all   
 subscriptions will be updated with the new titles

 Instant review of updated versions, with change-tracking functionality 

 A cost-effective pricing model that saves buying multiple copies of books  
 or individual subscriptions

 Full ownership of your subscription; add and remove users as needed   
 with a corporate admin tool allowing you to control access and monitor usage

The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a Charity in England & Wales (no 211014) and Scotland (no SC038698). The IET, Michael Faraday House, Six Hills Way, Stevenage, SG1 2AY, UK.

www.theiet.org/digital-regs2Find out how a subscription could benefit your organisation at 
or contact emea.sales@theiet.org

http://www.theema.org.uk
mailto:jana.skodlova@theema.org.uk
http://www.theiet.org/digital-regs2
mailto:emea.sales@theiet.org
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In May this year, corporate off ice specialist Anabas launched a white 

paper entitled ‘What type of off ice worker are you?’, the first in a 

series looking at the evolution of agile working. The paper focused on 

the importance of understanding human behaviour and work styles, 

how they influence interaction within the workplace itself and underpin 

engagement.      

It was identified that the single most challenging issue for modern 

organisations appears to be engagement. For those organisations that 

get it right, they reap the benefits of a more creative and more productive 

workforce. However, polls suggest that the problem of engagement is getting 

worse for many global corporates. Instead of feeling a strong connection 

with their jobs and colleagues, employees increasingly feel disconnected. 

They don’t believe they can make a real contribution, and the result is an 

environment of mistrust. People cease to share information, talk behind 

each other’s backs and avoid face-to-face conversation. 

Given these behaviours, any manager involved in an off ice move will 

know just how devastating such a climate of suspicion can be. Feeling 

exposed in a new open-plan environment, off ice workers can quickly 

become disenchanted, choosing to work elsewhere. But it doesn’t have to 

be this way, and it seems that true ‘agile thinking’ may provide the answer. 

As a result, a number of leading FM organisations are waking up to the 

possibilities of human-centred agile working.

Agile working in the FM industry typically describes ‘unbounded working’, 

made possible by the use of networking technologies such as wi-fi, the 

cloud and secure internet (VPN). It is used as a synonym for flexible working, 

new ways of working or smart working, and FMs have undeniably helped to 

engineer the ‘work anywhere’ dream.  

THE AGILE MANIFESTO
But agile working was originally conceived to be much more than this. 

In fact, although the term was coined by a group of emerging soft ware 

organisations, their mantra was ‘individuals and interactions over process 

and tools’. Seventeen developers, many from competing companies, met up 

in the mountains of Utah in 2001. They developed what is known as the ‘agile 

manifesto’. This encompasses a ‘set of values based on trust and respect 

for each other and promoting organisational models based on people, 

collaboration, and building the types of organisational communities in which 

we would want to work’.  

The sceptics among us might argue this was wishful thinking produced 

by a set of mavericks. In reality, they had transcribed the DNA of those 

flourishing start-up organisations who eventually challenged the document-

driven monoculture of larger organisations.

So the challenge in the white paper was to take a look at the future 

evolution of agile working. More specifically, could an agile approach create 

a high-engagement off ice environment? Our story began with rediscovering 

agile approaches described in the original agile manifesto. We chose to 

focus on just one of its four main precepts: ‘individuals and interactions 

over process and tools.’ Their argument was that ‘...the most eff icient and 

eff ective method of conveying information to and within a development 

team is face-to-face conversation.’

In off ice design we oft en focus on interaction. Generally, high levels of 

interaction are seen as beneficial to workplace productivity. But more 

recently, many designers have expressed concern that high-interaction 

environments overwhelm our ‘attention space’, particularly in open-plan 

environments. We wanted to understand much more than interactions. 

Aft er all, computers are becoming increasingly adept at interaction, with the 

advent of big data, machine learning and algorithms (the Boston Consulting 

Group predicts that by 2025, up to a quarter of jobs will be replaced by either 

smart soft ware or robots). 

But what humans are indispensably good at is collaboration. Collaboration 

demands behavioural changes, working together and sharing of ideas, 

attitudes and goals. With this in mind we chose to focus on individuals 

and ‘temperament’. This approach was very diff erent from many prevalent 

FM approaches to work style, which either focus on ‘culture’ or ‘mobility’ 

(deskbound, internally mobile or externally mobile). 

STRENGTH THROUGH DIVERSITY
What makes for good collaboration is diversity, in approaches to problem-

solving, idea generation and attention to detail within teams. We’re not 

talking about diff erences in religion, gender or culture; we are talking about 

diff erences between you and me as individuals. 

One aspect of temperament that has attracted particular attention is trust. 

Trust has repeatedly proven to be the one characteristic that is evident in 

high-engagement organisations. What is particularly rousing is that trust 

Dr Edward Finch, author of an Anabas white paper on agile working, looks at how a better 
understanding of human nature can help create a harmonious, engaged workforce

RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT
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is ‘measurable’. From the research by Paul 

J Zak, a neuroeconomist from Claremont 

Graduate University in southern California, 

trusting behaviour is stimulated by a brain 

hormone called oxytocin. It was known 

from earlier experiments with rodents that 

they released oxytocin when it was safe to 

approach another animal. Under stress, 

the release of oxytocin was inhibited and 

animals were much more reluctant to 

engage with one another (it’s tempting to 

think of these hormonal dynamics in the 

modern open-plan off ice).  

In an article for the Harvard Business 

Review, ‘The neuroscience of trust’, Zak 

describes his own trust experiment involving 

human participants. “A participant chooses 

an amount of money to send to a stranger 

via computer, knowing that the money will 

triple in amount and understanding that the 

recipient may or may not share the spoils. 

Therein lies the conflict: the recipient can 

either keep all the cash or be trustworthy 

and share it with the sender.”

This simple experiment showed that 

most participants (though not all) were 

willing to send money, and the recipients 

in turn were willing to return some of it. In 

other words, they were acting in a trusting 

(sender) and trustworthy (recipient) manner. 

To determine the eff ect of oxytocin, blood 

was drawn from each participant just 

before and just aft er their decision to trust 

others. It dramatically demonstrated that 

the more money sent, the more oxytocin 

was produced by the recipient. In fact, the 

amount of oxytocin produced was a good 

measure of how trustworthy the recipient 

was. That is, how much money they were 

likely to share.

So why does a facilities manager need 

to know and understand this? Some of 

the recommendations for increasing trust 

include: recognising excellence; inducing 

challenge stress; giving people discretion 

about how they work; enabling job 

craft ing; sharing information more broadly; 

and intentionally building relationships. 

Each of these measures can be addressed 

in workplace design. The key is employee 

involvement and discretion. 

BRAIN CHEMISTRY
Trust is only part of the picture. When 

we look at temperament, numerous 

traits define us as individuals. And again, 

neuroscience is opening up new vistas 

of understanding of how we collaborate 

at work. A surprising starting point is 

the work of Helen Fisher, a US-based 

anthropologist from Rutgers University, 

who asked the question: what attracts 

people to one another? This led her to work 

with Love.com in characterising romantic 

relationships. More recently she has 

worked with Deloitte using a system known 

as ‘business chemistry’ to understand 

relationships at work (see Vickberg and 

Christfort’s article, ‘Pioneers, drivers, 

integrators and guardians’, in the Harvard 

Business Review). Their approach is 

founded on brain chemistry and identifies 

four distinct work styles:

 � Pioneers are creative risk-takers who 
are prepared to go with their gut 
instincts

 � Guardians pay attention to detail and 
think it is important to learn from the 
past

 � Drivers are largely focused on winning, 

like to tackle problems head on and see 
the world in black and white

 � Integrators, who place great emphasis 
on cohesion and group identity.

At first sight, this might appear to be a 

simple variation on the extrovert/introvert 

personality profiling that we have all 

encountered in job interviews. But what is 

compelling about the four-temperament 

system is that it is based on scientific 

evidence that contradicts established 

thinking. In fact it is possible to directly map 

each of the four work styles to a particular 

brain chemical. The illustration shows 

how dopamine is prevalent in pioneers, 

testosterone is the overriding hormone in 

drivers; serotonin is responsible for guardian-

type behaviour, and oxytocin is dominant in 

integrators.

But this is not about putting people in 

pigeonholes. It seems that most of us are a 

blend of two or more temperament-based 

work styles. The challenge for managers 

is to create a working environment where 

opposing work styles are able to get along. 

Pioneers, for example, do not instinctively 

get on with guardians. They are frustrated by 

the guardian’s preoccupation with detail and 

oft en feel they are obstructing their own more 

impulsive approach. Managers need to help 

them find the middle ground in a cooperative 

setting.

Finally we return to the ‘so what?’ question. 

Agile thinking means ‘diversity thinking’ – 

and in particular neurodiversity. We now 

have a far greater understanding of human 

behaviour and how we collaborate as 

groups. Neuroscience is providing a clear 

scientific basis for understanding work style 

diff erences. FM has to show that the physical 

and service setting can enable people to fully 

express these varied characteristics.  

Instead of operationalising and 

standardising environments for a 

homogenous set of workers, our challenge 

is to provide for a neurodiverse working 

population. By taking the time to understand 

what really makes people tick, FMs can 

nurture and cultivate the people and 

the place to create a harmonious agile 

workspace.

www.whitepaper.anabas.co.uk

http://agilemanifesto.org/

Dr Edward Finch was previously Professor 

in FM at Salford University and is now a 

freelance writer on workplace futures. He is 

the author of the Anabas white paper, ‘What 

type of off ice worker are you?’

http://www.whitepaper.anabas.co.uk
http://agilemanifesto.org/


Lux Intelligent is the updated emergency  
lighting system from Advanced.

It saves money, time and makes it so easy to 
manage a compliant system, you can do it on 
your phone.

EMERGENCY LIGHT 
TESTING SO EASY 

YOU CAN DO IT ON 
YOUR PHONE

THE EASIEST 
INSTALLATION

Use existing wiring, or your LAN for a ‘no wires’ network. 
Unlimited, low-cost, any-time, networking of panels  
anywhere via LAN.

FORGET  
THE PANEL

Cloud monitoring and reporting of any system anywhere  
in the world, on your computer, phone or tablet. Live  
status report gives immediate indication of any issues.

LOVES YOUR  
LIGHTS

Works with almost any light or luminaire, including LEDs. 
Easy conversion of existing lights.

NO  
LIMITS

Works with any existing emergency lighting system  
including central battery.

SAVE TIME 
& MONEY

Cost and efficiency benefits with automated testing and 
reporting. One click sharing of maintenance or test reports 
right from your phone.

PROOF Full test history available any time. 
The easy way to demonstrate compliance to BS5266.

Contact us now for a demo
Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111   

Email: sales@luxintelligent.com

Web: www.luxintelligent.com

mailto:sales@luxintelligent.com
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Interconnected systems and digital information have revolutionised 

the way we shop, work and play. The evidence is everywhere. 

We share many of our waking moments on social media, track our 

every step and calorie intake on smart devices, and access online 

marketplaces and banking services anywhere, anytime. 

The growth of connected devices has been remarkable; so much so 

that at some point this year, the number of devices with internet-fuelled 

connectivity will surpass the number of living people. In fact, in 2017, 3.7 

billion internet users will access up to 9.4 billion connected computing 

devices, many of which will use applications, systems and devices that 

receive, store and process the 2.5 exabytes of business, personal and 

sensitive personal data that is produced each day.

The explosion of accessible devices and electronic information has 

resulted in the ability for limitless processing and analysis of information. 

Today, this capability drives scientific advances, supports expert decision-

making in the commercial world and brings eff iciencies and wellbeing to 

the workplace.

However, as the digital world grows, data has become a highly desirable 

commodity to organisations and criminals alike, with both seeking to 

monetise it. In business, organisations collect, shape, analyse and convert 

data into insights that can drive profits or competitive advantage. By 

comparison, cyber criminals monetise data by stealing it, corrupting 

LINE OF ATTACK
The use of connected data in building operation and management is fuelling the rise of cybercrime, warns 
information security specialist Andy Compton, MD of information security consultancy Blackfoot UK
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it or making it unavailable to support 

nefarious activities such as fraud, extortion 

and crime. We’ve seen the impact of this 

with the recent attacks on legal firm DLA 

Piper, shipping and transport firm Maersk, 

and also on GP surgeries in England and 

Scotland where up to 40 NHS services were 

aff ected. 

Similarly, and with particular relevance 

to facilities managers, US retailer Target 

was attacked and, in a single incident, 

lost 40 million credit cards and 70 million 

customer records through an exploited data 

connection used by their HVAC supplier 

for billing and project management. In all 

these examples, data was the target and 

financial gain the objective. The impact 

was huge, including operational disruption, 

fiscal loss, embarrassment, reputational 

damage, not to mention in the case of the 

NHS a potential risk to life.

OPEN TARGETS
 As connected systems and devices are 

oft en not designed with adequate cyber 

security and are commonly deployed in 

organisations with immature levels of 

governance and technical security, they are 

frequently targeted for attack. The rise has 

caught firms napping. The Cyber Security 

Breaches Survey 2017 states that ‘a sizeable 

proportion of businesses still do not have 

basic protections or have not formalised 

their approaches to cyber security,’ and that 

virtually all UK businesses covered by the 

survey are exposed to cyber security risks. 

It also states that just under half (46 per 

cent) of all UK businesses identified at least 

one cyber security breach or attack in the 

previous 12 months. This rises to two-thirds 

among medium firms (66 per cent) and 

large firms (68 per cent). 

The increase in cybercrime is partly down 

to greater use of cloud-based systems 

to store information remotely. But it 

also highlighted the internet of things, 

where the connection of everyday objects 

potentially opens doors to hackers looking 

for a chink in a company’s armour.

Building operators amass significant 

data sets through a variety of property, 

space, maintenance, compliance, security 

and building management systems. In 

the future, these information stores will 

swell further with the increasing use of 

building information modelling and the 

deployment of connected devices or 

sensors that optimise temperature, manage 

power, intelligently light spaces, inform 

wayfinding, assess air quality and monitor 

security. It goes without saying the positive 

use of information will bring greater cost 

benefits, performance eff iciencies and 

wellbeing. 
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However, the richer the data sets, the 

more attractive an organisation becomes to 

financially or maliciously motivated cyber 

criminals. Sadly, devices and systems that 

leverage the power of data oft en become 

the point of network compromise, when 

poorly secured devices are networked and 

create jump points to critical systems such 

as fire alarms, HVAC and CCTV systems 

where data can be stolen or abused. 

To understand who might want to 

steal, expose, corrupt or make a building 

operator’s data unavailable, FMs need to 

consider the data they store, transmit or 

process in conjunction with those known 

to target data stores. These typically 

include cyber criminals, terrorists, nation 

states, press, activists, competitors and 

disgruntled employees. This will help to 

build a picture of risk.

IDEOLOGICAL ATTACKS
 Building operators and facilities managers 

store and process sensitive and confidential 

data about sites, buildings, equipment, 

networks, systems and workers, some of 

which will be for organisations operating 

in the 13 critical national infrastructure 

(CNI) sectors. Those outside of the CNI 

space may also hold information about 

public or semi-public spaces used by large 

groups of citizens. Examples of both include 

government buildings, defence and nuclear 

facilities, airports, arenas and roads. To 

an ideologist or committed activist, this 

information might be useful in planning 

an attack. Depending on their level of 

sophistication, such a perpetrator could 

launch or commission an attempt to 

harvest data from FM applications, their 

directly linked partners or even building 

information models (BIM).

The analysis of maintenance costs and 

environmental eff iciency provides FMs 

with an opportunity to reduce lifecycle 

costs, make intelligent purchasing 

decisions and plan for environmental 

improvements. However, where the 

performance, utilisation and safety of 

publicly funded buildings fall below that 

reasonably expected by citizens, the 

data can become desirable to the press, 

political opponents and environmental 

activists. 

While we expect the press and political 

parties to conduct themselves in entirely 

honourable ways, we may be less than 

confident when recalling such incidents as 

phone-hacking to boost newspaper sales 

and the Russian state-sponsored hacking 

rumoured to have interfered with the US 

election.

The risk to ordinary people has been 

brought into sharp relief by high-profile 

security breaches at telecoms provider 

TalkTalk, electronics giant Sony and 

adultery website Ashley Madison. 

Although it’s less likely FMs will manage or 

process sensitive personal data, they are 

connected to HR systems and others that 

identify employees. Personal data is the 

holy grail for financially motivated cyber 

criminals who can oft en glean suff icient 

information from private employee work, 

health, belief, sexual life and salary records 

to commit identify fraud, extortion and 

various online crimes. It’s important to 

remember attackers’ motivations are many 

and varied, and with globally connected 

systems, the attacks could come from 

anywhere in the world at any time.  

Most organisations will have a CCTV 

surveillance system in place, but many 

may not be fully aware of its remote 

access capabilities. If organisations are 

unaware of these vulnerabilities, they are 

more susceptible to remote attacks where 

online criminals can gain unauthorised 

administrative and root-level access to 

network surveillance and archived footage 

– without the owner being aware. These 

vulnerabilities not only provide an attacker 

with access to internal and potentially 

sensitive video and audio feeds, but can 

also be leveraged as a critical foothold 

into a target network. Additionally, if an 

organisation’s CCTV footage isn’t secure, 

they could face large fines for not complying 

with GDPR regulations. 

WHAT CAN FMS DO?
FMs manage and use a multitude of 

connected data-driven applications, web-

enabled devices and partners. These are 

increasingly under attack from motivated 

individuals unrestricted by geographic 

boundaries who are able to remain 

anonymous. FMs must understand how 

data can negatively aff ect the achievement 

of their objectives and the buildings they 

manage in order to protect visitors and the 

people that work within them. 

 FMs should lobby those who are 

responsible for the safeguarding of 

information to commission a data 

assessment. These help organisations 

identify what critical information is stored, 

processed or transmitted, to establish why 

the data might be an attractive target, to 

whom and why, and recognise any relevant 

regulatory compliance.

 With the value of data understood, FMs 

should then encourage the same parties 

to commission a formal risk assessment to 

identify the possibilities of reducing any 

unnecessary storage and processing, assess 

the likelihood and impact of an attack 

and formally identify what an appropriate 

security baseline should be. This will 

expose any gaps between the existing and 

target positions. In many cases, an eff icient 

data risk assessment will recommend 

the adoption of an information security 

standard and frameworks such as ISO27001 

that help organisations respond to data risk 

by establishing a platform for implementing, 

operating, monitoring, reviewing and 

improving information security.
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Washroom maintenance can be a major burden for the 

facilities manager. Manually checking each toilet to ensure 

that supplies of soap and paper have not run out can take up a 

great deal of the cleaning staff ’s time. The issue is particularly 

troublesome in an environment where the washrooms are spread 

out over a wide area, such as in a theme park or zoo.

Moving from one washroom to the next, checking each dispenser 

for run-outs and monitoring cleaning needs can be a monotonous, 

labour-intensive task. Oft en the premises will be suff iciently clean 

and the dispensers well stocked, which means the cleaner’s visit 

is wasted. At other times, staff  will find grubby washrooms and 

dispensers that have been left  empty for hours. This leaves a 

bad impression on members of the public and may well lead to 

complaints.

The end result is frustrated visitors, demoralised cleaners, and 

ineff icient use of staff  time and cleaning resources. 

Large sites catering for high numbers of visitors are particularly 

problematic because it is hard to organise a realistic cleaning 

schedule. Venues such as theme parks and zoos can become 

hugely congested during the summer and in half-term holidays. 

Sophisticated venues make visitor flow projections to allow them to 

anticipate which areas of the facility people are likely to head for first. 

However, it’s much harder to predict when guests will want to visit 

the washrooms. 

Guests will not take kindly to queuing for toilets – especially when 

they have paid up to £50 for a walk-in ticket to a popular attraction. 

Where paper or soap supplies have been allowed to run out, queues 

quickly build up as guests wait for the few cubicles or handwash 

stations that are still in service.

Nor will they be impressed by poorly maintained facilities. 

Hundreds of people complain on Tripadvisor every year about dirty, 

congested or poorly stocked toilets at theme parks and other tourist 

attractions. 

REMOTE MONITORING
Tork has introduced a system, Tork EasyCube, that ‘connects’ each 

washroom via sensors, allowing cleaning and facilities staff  to check 

remotely via a smartphone or tablet when a maintenance visit might 

be required. Sensors are placed inside the dispensers for soap, toilet 

tissue and hand towels as well as on the washroom doors. These 

constantly monitor refill levels as well as washroom traff ic, and the 

data is uploaded to the internet. 

Cleaning staff  can access the data from anywhere, whether they 

are on site or not. Tork bins can also be fitted with a sensor which will 

notify cleaners when the bin needs emptying, saving valuable time 

spent physically checking each bin.

The system has its own integrated messaging function that 

connects cleaners with each other and the team leader. This allows 

washroom checks to be logged on to the network, eliminating the 

need for charts to be placed behind washroom doors. Tork expects 

the system to evolve in line with customer demand.

The company believes Tork EasyCube has resulted in fewer 

complaints, increased customer satisfaction levels and more 

motivated staff . Sweden’s Furuvik zoo, for example, achieved its 

visitor satisfaction goals 46 per cent more frequently aft er installing 

the system. A significant drop in customer complaints has also been 

recorded at the Apenheul Primate Park in the Netherlands since the 

system was installed. In a recent survey at the Gröna Lund theme 

park in Stockholm, the customer satisfaction index registered an all-

time high (above 80 per cent) for its clean, fresh toilets.

Meanwhile, cleaning teams have reported a greater level of control 

and improved customer feedback since 

Tork EasyCube was installed. They also 

claim to have more free time to carry 

out other important cleaning tasks, 

since they no longer spend most of 

their time checking dispensers.

Connected dispensers are the future 

of washroom management. The fact 

that maintenance teams can now tell 

at a glance when dispensers are 

running low while carrying out 

other tasks means their working 

lives are easier and their jobs 

more rewarding. The result is 

a better guest experience – 

so everybody wins.

Amelia Baker of hygiene company Tork explains how connected washrooms are 
easing the maintenance burden in leisure venues

KEEP IT
CLEAN
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The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) has announced 

savings of £35,635 in operational costs one 

year aft er installing 80 Savortex EcoCurve 550D 

smart hand-dryers at RBS Premier Place, its high-

profile London building. This represents a one-year 

payback on its investment. 

Previously, an RBS building like this one typically 

used 14 tons of paper towels every year. Switching to 

the smart dryers has eliminated much of this waste, 

equating to a carbon saving of 95.4 per cent. Real-time 

data collected on site demonstrates savings of 3.14 

million paper towels in total, reducing CO2 usage by 

almost 4,500 kilos in less than 13 months.

Savortex’s dryers, based on Intel hardware, use 

in-built sensors to monitor dryer usage and washroom 

footfall in real time, then wirelessly report the data to 

the web for analytics and alerts. Cleaners can inspect 

washrooms based on actual footfall rather than a 

random schedule that may result in unnecessary visits.

Each client’s data is wirelessly reported to Savortex’s 

intelligent data portal. The data can be fed to FMs to 

drive eff iciencies and cost savings, such as allowing 

businesses to centrally and remotely manage the 

cleaning of their washroom facilities from the cloud.

Savortex’s adDryer plays a video in response to 

someone drying their hands, providing an opportunity 

to engage consumers with tailored messages. This 

allows businesses to use real data to push content and 

drive additional revenue streams.

John Hayes, Head of Property at RBS, comments: 

“In the past, corporate responsibility and cost 

management were relatively separate activities. 

However, in recent times these two agendas have 

moved much closer together. We at RBS chose to 

undertake a trial with Savortex as we felt that they had 

created a product which recognised that investment 

in resource eff iciency also needs to be commercially 

sustainable.”

RBS gets smart
\�?��	!������'����	�������
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paper towels with smart hand-dryers that both cut waste and enable FMs 
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THE INTERNET
OF THINGS
Paul Thorn, MD of Washware 
Essentials, welcomes the prospect 
of smarter washrooms
The term ‘internet of things’ (IoT) refers

to the concept of a network not only of 

computers, but everyday objects of all 

kinds. It means our lavatories are about to

become a whole lot smarter.

Smart technology is already here. IT

research firm Gartner recently predicted

that a staggering 8.4 billion IoT devices

would be in use across the world in 2017 – a

31 per cent increase on the year before.

It already has many applications in the

commercial washroom. Soap dispensers

and toilet roll holders could alert you when

supplies are running low – or even order 

replacements automatically.

Sensors could be used to monitor footfall

and produce a heatmap, either connected

to an app or displayed near the washroom,

that shows whether the toilets are in use.

In a workplace setting, this would help

reduce wasted bathroom visits and improve

productivity. The data delivered by the

sensors could also be used to identify

underused facilities or those which attract

queues.

However, the IoT is not without its

drawbacks. For example, every IoT-

connected device would present an

opportunity for hackers. And bathroom

installation would also become far more

complex , involving the participation of the

IT department.



 Water-Horse

� Heavy-duty mat

�  Extremely  

durable surface

� High water retention 

�  Light-resistent

www.kleen-tex.co.uk

Kleen-Tex have been producing high-performance mats for 50 years with the aim to 
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dirt mats, outdoor and rubber mats to safety and anti-fatigue mats. Find out more 
about our comprehensive product range at: www.kleen-tex.co.uk

Winter is on its way –
Be prepared for winter weather 
with Kleen-Tex mats

Anti-fatigue matsOutdoor matsDust control mats

http://www.kleen-tex.co.uk
http://www.kleen-tex.co.uk
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The UK is not like Scandinavia, where the advent of winter snow and 

ice is generally predictable and therefore easier for businesses and 

organisations to plan for. In Norway, Sweden and their neighbouring 

countries, businesses invest heavily in proactive winter planning so that 

the inevitable seasonal transitions do not impact their operations and 

ultimately their profits. 

On the other hand, the UK has over recent years experienced relatively mild 

winters with parts of the country only having a little or no snow. Despite this, 

potential adverse weather conditions still present huge risks for all companies. 

It is therefore imperative that facilities managers do not use previous mild 

winters as a reason to cut back on winter planning expenditure. 

Reacting to adverse conditions is ultimately too late. Litigation risks increase 

where icy grounds can result in accidents, slips and falls. The ‘compensation 

culture’ society we live in, coupled with the increasingly severe winter weather, 

means we are likely to see more claims arising from people slipping on snow 

and ice in the winter months. Claims range from a few thousand to tens of 

thousands and even hundreds of thousands of pounds, depending on the 

severity of the injuries and the impact on the claimant’s work and daily living. 

In addition to the litigation risk, blocked access to buildings deters visitors 

and prevents staff  from coming to work. Closures lead to reduced profits and 

damage to reputation. 

START EARLY
Proactive planning is essential and works eff ectively as a winter insurance 

policy. However, waiting until the skies become grey and the days become 

shorter may be too late to carry out a proper winter risk assessment or appoint 

the right contractor. This may ultimately lead to a more expensive ‘belt and 

COLD 
COMFORT
Harsh winter weather often takes organisations by surprise. As 
Vicky Lopez, Director at De-ice, explains, it’s never too soon to 
plan for snow and ice 
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braces’ approach. It is essential therefore to 

plan for winter weather in good time.

You can implement a winter plan at any 

time of the year – there are no additional 

costs and contracting in early gives all 

parties plenty of time to prepare. We 

have always followed a ‘plan, do, review’ 

process, enabling us to be ready to provide 

our services where and when needed within 

strict timeframes. A longer-term plan should 

be refreshed annually and monitored 

constantly throughout the service period. 

Ad hoc, last-minute planning is unlikely to 

meet the customer’s needs and will reflect 

poorly on the service provider and facilities 

manager.

The following provides broad guidance 

on putting in place an eff icient and cost-

eff ective winter management plan. Note 

that timings will vary according to client 

and location.

SPRING (MARCH TO JUNE) 
You can engage a winter management 

contractor at any time of the year, but this is 

a good time to start talking to contractors. 

It’s also a good idea to attend a facilities 

expo such as Facilities Show, which takes 

place next year in June. Having diff erent 

contractors accessible under one roof 

enables you to meet them face-to-face, 

have an informal discussion of your needs, 

and ultimately select the business that is 

the best fit for your needs.  

SUMMER (JULY TO SEPTEMBER) 
Choosing a contractor can be a complicated 

and lengthy process. At the end of the 

day you need to make sure you have the 

right partner in place, because for many 

organisations this will be a long-term 

appointment. It’s essential to carry out due 

diligence, for example by speaking to the 

contractor’s current clients. As a minimum 

you should ensure that your prospective 

partner:

 � Owns its equipment and has trained staff  

 � Has relevant credentials such as ISO 

accreditation and SafeContractor 

certification           

 � Can provide a service guarantee, reports 

(via an audit trail) and invoices

 � Is properly insured, including for public 

liability 

 � Has access to weather-tracking data

 � Off ers a single point of contact for 

management of your site. 

AUTUMN (SEPTEMBER TO OCTOBER) 
Meet with your chosen contractor at the 

site to discuss the winter gritting and snow 
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relevant staff  are fully aware of how their 

operations will be aff ected in times of 

adverse weather. Everyone should be 

clear about their responsibilities, such as 

those who will implement gritting.

WINTER (OCTOBER TO APRIL) 
Winter weather can start as early as 

October and finish as late as April, 

depending on where your business is 

located in the UK. An eff ective plan should 

give you fair warning of snow and ice. 

Your contractor will attend the site and 

initiate the appropriate part of the plan, 

which will oft en happen out of hours 

to prepare the site eff ectively for the 

following day.  

Throughout the active period, ensure 

you maintain regular contact with your 

contractor, especially towards the 

winter months. Ask for regular weather 

updates and pay special attention to road 

temperatures rather than air temperature. 

This is where your winter maintenance 

partner will really prove their worth. 

Review your winter management plan 

with your contractor at least annually 

along with your other health and safety 

risk assessments, to ensure you are 

getting the best service possible.

clearance options. This should include 

mapping out and planning the winter 

gritting routes, and so on. Before signing 

contracts, consider ways of reducing costs 

such as buying salt in the summer when 

prices are cheaper or signing a longer-term 

contract rather than a pay-per-visit option.  

Those concerned about the 

unpredictability of costs could opt for a 

three- or five-year fixed contract. They 

remain on a fixed budget for the entire 

period and can plan accordingly. Costs 

are likely to balance out over the period, 

covering the possibility of at least one or 

two harsh winters. An historical average 

for the site postcode is used to calculate an 

average fixed cost price for each season.

Where appropriate, include the winter 

management plan in the site’s health 

and safety policies and ensure that all 

Recycling Food 
waste

Residual 
(non-recyclable) 

waste
waste

HealthcareHazardous 
waste

WEEE Event 
waste

TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT FROM GRUNDON

•  We provide a Total Waste Management service for the   
 reduction, reuse, recycling, recovery and disposal of waste

•  We ensure that you and your organisation are fully     
 compliant with all relevant legislation

•  We deliver this via a combination of specialist services,   

•  We do the waste, leaving you free to manage your facilities 

 innovative thinking and contract management

•  We operate our own state-of-the-art treatment facilities

TOTAL  WASTE MANAGEMENT

Recycling Food 
waste

Residual 
(non-recyclable) 

waste
waste

HealthcareHazardous 
waste

WEEE Event 
waste

TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT FROM GRUNDON

Tel: 01753 686 777
Email: info@grundon.com
Web: www.grundon.com

THE COMPLETE WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICE

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

mailto:info@grundon.com
http://www.grundon.com
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Recent independent research by Elmhust Energy*, demonstrates that improvements 
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In one typical example, a large retail DIY store, total carbon emissions could be reduced by 
29% and total operating costs could be reduced by 33%.

These savings equate to a reduction in total operating costs of £5.20/m2 per year, giving a
total saving of £20,435 per year.
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For details, please call us on 01543 687300 or visit ������������	
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  and reduce your operating 
    costs by up to33%

Filon FAIR 
Factory Assembled  
#������������$��%
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uploads/pdfs/NARM_NTD10.pdf

http://www.filon.co.uk
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LONG-AWAITED TUITION SOLUTION FOR 
FM PROFESSIONALS AND LEARNERS
At last, the industry welcomes tuition books 

written on a topic-by-topic basis for each of 

three management levels.

Gone are the days where you had to pay a 

sizeable sum and hope you got a book that 

covered what you wanted. And how many books 

do you have sitting on your bookcase which 

helped only temporarily?

Now the ‘hit and hope’ technique of buying 

facilities management tuition books has been 

replaced by a tailored set of books to suit the 

study level; whether this is for junior, middle, 

experienced or strategic managers.

FMTuitionBooks.com book sizes vary from 90 

pages per topic up to 140 pages per topic. They 

consist of the main tuition, workplace investigation 

opportunities and study revision exercises; and are 

printed in full colour. Prices range from £12.99 to 

£14.99, plus postage. Example books can even be 

viewed on-line before you buy.

The author of the FMTuitionBooks.com range, 

Gavin Horrocks, is an independent training 

consultant and has lectured at Kings College in 

London, tutored hundreds of learners working 

toward national qualifications and has been 

consultant to multiple TFM service providers, 

organisations of all sizes within all sectors and was 

a member of the FM tuition team at the largest 

public utilities training company in the UK.

The range of books consists of those targeted 

toward: 

Level 3 managers - The Basic Understanding 

Books range (12 books in total), designed and 

written for First-Line Managers and Supervisors 

who are seeking to develop their knowledge of 

facilities management areas will find these books 

to be particularly appropriate. Titles include:

 � Gaining a Basic Understanding of Practical FM

 � Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility in 

FM

 � Providing FM Services to Customers and 

Stakeholders

 � Using Specifications in Facilities Management 

Procurement 

 � Support Services Operational Management 

 � Space Planning, Allocation and Management 

 � Maintaining Buildings and Building Services 

 � Estate Management for Facilities Managers

 � Support Services Risk Management and Disaster 

Recovery 

 � Performance Management Skills 

and Techniques for Facilities 

Managers

 � Health and Safety Compliance 

 � Project Management Tools, 

Techniques and Application

Level 4 managers - The Knowledge 

Development Books range (17 books 

in total), which suits Middle Managers 

with some facilities management 

experience to further develop their 

topic knowledge and understanding at 

an operational level. Titles include:

 � The Role and Scope of FM for 

Organisational Support 

 � Developing Strategic Planning Skills 

 � Managing People, Teams and 

Workload 

 � Coordinating and Managing Support Services 

Operations 

 � Health and Safety Compliance 

 � Support Services Risk Management

 � Managing Finances and Budgets in the FM 

Function

 � Data Handling and Information Management 

 � Being Responsible for Properties and Assets

 � Soft  Skills and Leadership Application for 

Facilities Managers

 � Quality Management for Busy Facilities 

Managers

 � Project Management Tools, Techniques and 

Application 

 � Working with Specialists, Consultants and 

Suppliers and Managing FM Contracts

 � Complying with Sustainability- The Impact and 

Expectations

 � The Varying Aspects of FM Customer Service

 � Space Management, Planning & Allocation 

Strategies for Facilities Managers

 � Understanding Buildings and Their Maintenance 

Requirements 

Level 5 managers - The Practical Application 

range (14 books in total), which have been written 

for experienced Middle Managers or those with 

senior roles working at a strategic management 

level will benefit from this level of book which 

assists them with applying knowledge to their own 

workplaces for eff iciency and organisational gain. 

Titles include:

 � Following FM Developments and Popular 

Trends

 � Developing Appropriate Facilities Management 

Strategies

 � Facilities Team & People Management- 

Addressing Expectations / Applying Techniques

 � Performance Management Skills and 

Techniques 

 � Reviewing and Evaluating Own Customer 

Service Performance

 � Support Services Risk Management

 � Managing Finances and Budgets in the FM 

Function

 � Being Responsible for Properties and Assets in 

Facilities Management 

 � Soft  Skills and Leadership Application 

 � Project Management Tools, Techniques and 

Application

 � Working with Specialists, Consultants and 

Suppliers and Managing FM Contracts

 � Complying with Sustainability- The Impact and 

Expectations

 � Space Management, Planning & Allocation 

Strategies for Facilities Managers

Visit FMTuitionBooks.com for details, samples 

and purchases.

�  www.FMTuitionBooks.com

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.FMTuitionBooks.com


Improve Waste Collection 
Efficiency with Fill Level 
Technology
Bigbelly

A range of waste and recycling containers  
cloud-connected to a smart waste management 
console enabling users to monitor fullness 
levels and become more reactive by planning 
collection frequencies and optimising routes.

netBin

Sensor technology that can convert traditional bins 
into intelligent bins in a matter of minutes, creating 
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These products can be rented through 
Tamco allowing access to the latest smart 
technology without the upfront cost.
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MEGAMAN INCREASES 
ITS RENZO INTEGRATED 
LED BULKHEAD RANGE
Due to popular demand, leading 

manufacturer of low energy lighting 

solutions, Megaman has extended its 

Renzo range. Now off ering warm white 

varieties and higher output options, 

the rounded design of the Renzo 

utilises an opal diff user to deliver 

excellent uniform light distribution. 

The popular range is suitable for wall 

and ceiling mounting and can be 

utilised in a range of domestic and commercial applications. 

Previously ranging from 10.5W to 19.5W, the new extended Renzo collection 

includes 23W and 32.5W options, producing up to 2700 lumens, with colour 

temperature options of 3000K and 4000K. Created for indoor use, with a 

50,000-hour L70 life, the Renzo LED Bulkheads are an ideal replacement for the 

more traditional surface mounted fluorescent luminaires. 

The existing Renzo range features products with a motion sensor ensuring 

the luminaire is only on when required. Amongst the new additions, available 

from this autumn, is the 16.5W LED Emergency Bulkhead that allows the range 

to be used in an emergency lighting design scheme.

Megaman’s Renzo range provides electrical contractors with a low 

maintenance lighting solution that can be used in accordance with Building 

Regulations Part L. 

Renzo is CE Certified and is available with Megaman’s three-year warranty. 

� www.megamanuk.com

LIGHT EFFICIENT DESIGN 
UK OFFERS VERSATILE 
LED REPLACEMENT 
SOLUTION FOR DEFUNCT 
MERCURY HIDS
Light Eff icient Design UK Limited 

today announced immediate 

availability of a retrofit LED lamping 

solution allowing easy direct 

replacement of the now discontinued 

range of Mercury HIDs.

Maintaining existing light fixtures 

and fittings, Light Eff icient Design’s 

versatile LED-8033 simply replaces 

either 80Watt or 125Watt Mercury 

HIDs with 35Watts, enabling energy 

eff icient and exceptionally bright light 

with 5400 lumens at 4000k, 80 CRI. 

Fully CE/ROHS tested and already well-proven on the worldwide market, the 

LED 8033 features active cooling for providing a minimum 50,000 hours lamp-

life, backed by a five year warranty. 

Samples are available from UK stock as part of the 60 day trial programme.

Light Eff icient Design UK’s Newbury-based warehouse off ers prompt 

delivery to UK/Ireland electrical wholesalers and help is available through a 

national network of lighting sales engineers and electrical wholesalers.

� www.led-llc.com

� sales@ledukltd.com

� 0333 5778133

TACKLING OVERHEATING IN 
CITY CENTRE APARTMENTS 
The new Zeroth Energy System from Glen Dimplex 

Heating & Ventilation (GDHV) off ers an innovative 

new approach to heating and cooling city 

apartments which is set to revolutionise the way 

we heat multi-occupancy residential buildings. 

By creating a series of ‘energy loops’ within 

the building, Zeroth replaces conventional high 

temperature systems with a cool, low pressure 

system, maintained by the building’s central plant room.

Low temperature water flows around the building’s main loop to each 

apartment, which all have their own ‘mini loop’ where an individual heat pump 

produces heated or chilled water to the desired temperature. The water can 

then be passed to fan coils, which deliver warm or cold air into a room through 

vents in the ceiling or wall, or to underfloor heating, or smart electrical, fan-

assisted wet radiators.

It means more comfortable temperatures within apartments and reduced 

overheating in communal areas – 

both common challenges faced with 

conventional heating and cooling 

systems for modern apartment 

blocks. 

What is more, the cost of heating 

system losses is no longer spread 

across all residents, which means 

they only pay for the heating or 

cooling they use.

� www.dimplex.co.uk/zeroth

�  0800 028 6122

TRUVOX ‘CUTS THE CORD’ WITH AWARD-
WINNING VALET BATTERY UPRIGHT VACUUM   
Cleaning teams can now ‘cut the cord’ and vacuum 

more quietly and productively following the arrival 

of the UK’s first cordless commercial vacuum 

cleaner.

The award-winning Valet Battery Upright (VBU) 

– now available from Truvox International – is a 

light yet powerful upright vacuum, designed for 

maximum productivity.

Powered by a lithium ion battery, the VBU 

provides more than 60 minutes’ continuous 

runtime. In the Cleaning Show 2017 Innovation 

Awards, the machine won in the carpet cleaning 

category.

Built to Truvox International’s robust standards, 

the Valet Battery Upright weighs only 5kg. 

A battery level indicator ensures the user knows 

when their machine will need re-charging. A full 

re-charge takes no more than 2.5 hours. The battery 

delivers 312W of vacuum motor power and a 

3,000rpm brush speed. 

The vacuum floats evenly over all flooring surfaces thanks to a self-adjusting 

nozzle, while a squeegee improves cleaning results on hard floors. Performance 

and productivity also benefit from an edge cleaning feature and full suction 

when the VBU is laid flat to clean under beds and furniture.

Support videos on the Truvox website guides users on operation and 

maintenance of the VBU. 

� www.truvox.com

� sales@truvox.com

� 023 8070 6600

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.truvox.com
mailto:sales@truvox.com
http://www.megamanuk.com
http://www.led-llc.com
mailto:sales@ledukltd.com
http://www.dimplex.co.uk/zeroth


Document 
Digitaistion 
and Automation
Secure, efficient, cost effective 
alternative to paper.

Many businesses today are deciding to switch to a digital archive using document scanning as a solution. At Restore we offer a range 

of document scanning and workflow automation services across the entire UK with our specialised doorstep collection service to 

businesses both in the Public and Private sector.

Contact us for a free quote or consultation 

T: 0808 278 3679     W: restore.co.uk     E: info@restorescan.co.uk

Our services:

Document 
imaging 
services 
We scan and index 
your business 
documents.

We scan your   
documents on an 
as-needed basis.

Scan on 
demand

Automate and   
streamline your  
backoffice workflows

Workflow
automation

A quick, easy and safe 
way to find, manage 
and share your data 

Online
document
hosting 

SCAN

 CHSA Stands Up for Standards
Be certain ‘what’s on the box is in the box’
Buy from CHSA Accredited Distributors; 
specify CHSA Accredited Products

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHSA AND ITS MEMBERS

VISIT WWW.CHSA.CO.UK FREEPHONE 0800 243919 

CHSA - driving up standards in the industry
Our Standards. Your Guarantee.

0800 243 919                                secretary@chsa.co.uk                            www.chsa.co.ukq E H

mailto:info@restorescan.co.uk
mailto:secretary@chsa.co.uk
http://www.chsa.co.uk
http://www.restore.co.uk
http://www.chsa.co.uk
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SIGNBOX DELIVERS STUNNING 
BRASS-EFFECT DIRECTORY 
FOR PRESTIGIOUS LONDON 
OFFICE BUILDING 
Signbox has supplied a bespoke tenant 

directory sign for the reception area at 12 

Arthur Street, near London Bridge. Having 

won the opportunity with contractors Kingly 

Developments the work was completed in 

mid-June. 

Signbox manufactured the directory sign 

in-house on a Tekcel EXR router using 20mm 

thick acrylic and 6mm thick aluminium. The sign components were finished 

with a tarnished brass metal eff ect, a revolutionary process that applies a 

veneer of a metal coating to the surface and gives the look and feel of solid 

metal. This Metall-FX manufacturing process involves artisan hand-finishing, 

polishing and painting multiple layers to achieve the appearance of aged brass, 

matching other architectural details in the build. The surface edges of the sign 

were bevelled with a pencil round router bit and sanded to a specific grit finish 

to achieve the optimum surface. Though it was time-consuming, the weight 

and cost savings over traditional brass fabrication were considerable.

“The architects on the project, Morrow + Lorraine, had originally requested 

a solid metal fabrication that would have been very expensive to produce,” 

explains Signbox MD Mark Bartlett. “With our extensive experience of 

manufacturing techniques, we were able to value engineer the design, 

presenting an alternative proposal which off ered significant cost savings to the 

client." 

� www.signbox.co.uk

� sales@signbox.co.uk

� +44 (0) 1784 438688

GETTING A HANDLE ON GERM CONTROL  
Washroom hygiene specialists, P-Wave has 

announced the launch of two new patented 

systems to help reduce the spread of germs 

from door handles in high risk areas, such as 

kitchens and washrooms. 

The new P-Hold fits over the existing door 

handle – it comes in three sizes and takes 

just 30 seconds to install – and the P-Plate 

replaces the existing push plate when there is 

no handle. 

Both systems are long lasting and low 

maintenance. They don’t require films, 

sleeves or gels and instead utilise silver ion 

technology which interrupts bacteria’s cell’s 

ability to form the chemical bonds essential 

to their survival. Silver has long been used in 

hospitals for its anti-

bacterial properties, 

but there has never 

previously been a cost 

eff ective way to use it more widely in this way. 

Dave Carson from P-Wave said, “No matter how 

exemplary we are about our own personal hygiene, 

most of us approach the exit door with no small sense 

of dread. We all know that not everyone washes their 

hands aft er using the toilet for instance, so what germs 

will the door be harbouring? With our new systems, that 

worry can be a thing of the past!”

� www.p-wave.co.uk

� 01444 220 999

� info@p-wave.co.uk

METRO ROD AIM TO BE TOP OF THE CLASS 
WITH APPOINTMENT OF DAVID ONABANJO 
Having recently been acquired by AIM-listed 

Franchise Brands, nationwide drainage repair 

and maintenance specialists, Metro Rod, are 

delighted to announce the appointment of David 

Onabanjo, who will focus specifically on building 

relationships within the Education sector.

Peter Molloy, who has been Commercial 

Director of Metro Rod for the past 14 years, and 

was instrumental in recruiting David, comments, 

“Obviously schools, colleges and universities 

deal with hundreds, if not thousands of people 

on a daily basis and have very complex drainage 

requirements, but Metro Rod have a vast amount of 

experience and expertise in dealing with just this. 

We can off er a range of services – from planned 

maintenance to drain repair and clearance as and 

when necessary, to ensure minimal disruption 

due to blocked or damaged drains. With over 300 

drainage engineers nationally each of whom are 

CRB checked, we can react quickly to any situation. 

“David has been employed specifically to help 

the company develop and expand our market 

share, with a particular focus on the 

Education sector. We already have many 

long-standing relationships with various 

schools, colleges and universities across 

the country, who know they can rely on our 

365/24/7 service, which off ers exactly the 

kind of provision they require. But we also 

know there is huge potential to expand 

upon this – and that is where David will 

be key!”

David has over 30 years sales and 

marketing experience, including 11 

successful years with PHS Group, providing 

workplace service solutions to various 

sectors including facilities management 

and education, and is thrilled to be part of 

the next phase of Metro Rod’s growth. 

Building on knowledge gained through existing 

educational contracts and relationships, Metro 

Rod are focusing on developing a range of service 

packages that are seamlessly flexible and cost 

eff ective, as well as raising the company profile 

markedly within the education community. Metro 

Rod aim to become the number one provider 

of drainage solutions, and trusted and reliable 

partners to schools, colleges and universities 

nationwide. 

�  www.metrorod.co.uk               �   0800 66 88 00

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.signbox.co.uk
mailto:sales@signbox.co.uk
http://www.p-wave.co.uk
mailto:info@p-wave.co.uk
http://www.metrorod.co.uk


SPECIALIST SERVICE PROVIDER 
TO THE FM INDUSTRY

@ptsgplc01977 668 771 info@ptsg.co.ukptsg.co.ukwww

For FREE safety advice from one of our door 
hardware experts, please call 0121 380 2401

Alternatively visit: 
allegion.com/uk/fitbritonandstaysafe

Trusted.

Don’t put your building  
and its occupants at risk!

Talk to the 
experts...

We make the world safer... 
Securing the places where  
people thrive.

ARE YOUR 
DOORS 
FIRE SAFE?
We make buildings safer.

The Float system is fully explained on our website or call:

01892 506926 info@yourspacefloat.com
www.yourspacefloat.com

carpet replacement without moving the furniture

Float can offer you              Tessera Teviot range 
of carpet tiles for an all-inclusive price of £16.65 
per square metre. This includes the Tessera 
Teviot carpet tile and installation using Float, 
meaning no furniture needs to be moved and 
there’s no inconvenience to your colleagues’ 
working day. We provide a nationwide free 
survey and quotation service.

£16.95

mailto:info@ptsg.co.uk
mailto:info@yourspacefloat.com
http://www.yourspacefloat.com
http://www.ptsg.co.uk
http://www.allegion.com/uk/fitbritonandstaysafe
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WPS’ PARKADVANCE HELPS EASE THE 
CUSTOMER JOURNEY AT HEATHROW AIRPORT 
WPS, the parking systems 

and management specialist, 

has successfully installed its 

ParkAdvance Pay-on-Foot parking 

technology at a major Heathrow 

Airport hotel near Terminal 4 as 

an integral part of delivering the 

ultimate guest experience.

The system is being used to 

control access at the hotel’s guest car park (comprising more than 200 parking 

spaces) and its two staff  car parks, and accommodates ‘traditional’ payments 

(by visitors at pay station), web enabled validation (at the hotel’s reception, 

concierge desk, restaurant and gym) and employee ID cards. The highly reliable 

and easy to use ParkAdvance terminals utilise contactless payment technology, 

while the barriers are used in conjunction with Automatic Number Plate 

Recognition (ANPR) to enable employees to 

quickly enter the main car park before reaching 

the staff  car park. 

The fully IP-based architecture of 

ParkAdvance means the system is future 

proof, with the possibility of adding further 

functionality as and when it is needed. The 

system’s flexible reporting functions have been 

another useful addition, with reports providing 

immediate access to revenue information and 

how many spaces are available at any time. 

 � www.wpsparkingsolutions.com

 � sales@wps-uk.com

 � 0845 094 1543

WILDLIFE CHANGING PLACES
The UK’s largest privately-owned wildlife collection, Cotswold Wildlife Park & 

Gardens, has become the latest venue to change its accessibility for the better.

The estate in Burford, Oxfordshire has opened a new Changing Places toilet. 

The facility means that thousands of people with limitations can now visit the 

Park without worrying about being able to find a WC they can use. 

Conveniently located between the gift  shop and car park, the Changing 

Places toilet compliments four wheelchair-accessible toilets already available 

at the Park. With equipment supplied by Closomat- the UK’s leading assisted 

accessible toilet provider- the Changing Places has the space to accommodate 

the user and up to two carers, plus a ceiling track hoist and adult-sized height 

adjustable changing 

bench.

Explains 

Changing Places 

campaigner Tony 

Clough MBE, who 

first suggested 

the installation 

of the facility to 

Cotswold Wildlife 

Park: “Changing 

Places gives all 

of those people 

the opportunity to do something most of us take for granted- go somewhere, 

knowing there are suitable toilet facilities. It’s excellent that Cotswold Wildlife 

Park has put such a facility in. I hope other venues follow the Park’s example: to 

my knowledge only 10 per cent of the UK’s wildlife parks have Changing Places 

or similar facilities!” 

� www.clos-o-mat.com

� info@clos-o-mat.com

� 0161 969 1199

DORMAKABA RELEASES THE FIRST COMBINED 
OFFERING OVERVIEW BROCHURE 
dormakaba has launched a combined 

Products and Market Sectors brochure to 

showcase its comprehensive product portfolio. 

The new catalogue outlines the complete 

range of products and services available within 

security and access control for buildings, 

allowing customers the opportunity to 

familiarise themselves with the full range of 

solutions available.

The first section has been divided into 

product categories including: mechanical key 

systems, door hardware, electronic access and 

data, interior glass systems, lodging systems, 

entrance systems and safe locks. This ensures 

customers have a quick and easy reference guide.

The last section has market sector categories that recommend fit for purpose 

products depending upon application. These include education, healthcare, 

airports, retail, rail, banking and finance, utilities and telecoms, hospitality and 

leisure, government and MoD, as well as manufacturing.

In addition, the new brochure includes an overview of the ever-expanding 

digital presence of dormakaba within the market. One area of focus is the 

dormakaba 360° City app, which allows users to take a virtual tour of the 

company’s extensive portfolio with in-situ images and detailed product 

information

The brochure release is the first visual consolidation of dormakaba’s products 

since the merger of DORMA and Kaba in 2015.

� www.dormakaba.com

� marketing.gb@dormakaba.com

AVIRE LAUNCHING SEVERAL 
NEW PRODUCTS AT INTERLIFT 

Exhibits include displays, data-capable GSM units and cloud-based monitoring 

system

Lift  component specialist Avire will be launching three new E-Motive displays 

at Interlift  2017. The company will also be showcasing new data-capable GSM 

units to complement the existing Memco emergency telephone range, as well 

as a new cloud-based monitoring system.

“Avire is excited to be a part of Interlift  once again,” said Rob Lewis, Managing 

Director, “as it is undisputedly the top lift  exhibition in Europe. Interlift  presents 

a fantastic opportunity to meet our customers and display some brilliant new 

products.”

In addition to its managing director, Avire will be represented by EIMEA & 

Americas sales director Tom Davies, and regional sales teams and product 

managers.

The exhibition takes place at the Augsburg Trade Fair Centre, Germany, from 

17-20 October 2017. Avire can be found in hall 3, stand 3176.

� www.avire-global.com

� +44 (0)1628 540100

� pr@avire-global.com

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.wpsparkingsolutions.com
mailto:sales@wps-uk.com
http://www.clos-o-mat.com
mailto:info@clos-o-mat.com
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mailto:marketing.gb@dormakaba.com
http://www.avire-global.com
mailto:pr@avire-global.com


OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
• LED Lighting
• Commercial Solar
• Energy Saving & Monitoring
• Voltage Optimisation
• Electrical Testing & Installation
• Security Lighting
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Call 0800 909 8882  |  Visit www.in� nity-energy.co.uk
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A NO�OBLIGATION FREE SURVEY:

REDUCTION IN 
LIGHTING OVERHEADS 
WITH LED LIGHTING

UP TO

85%

UPGRADE NOW AND WITH ENERGY EFFICIENT FINANCING THE 
FULL COST COULD BE REPAID THROUGH THE ENERGY SAVINGS 
YOUR NEW LIGHTING DELIVERS.

ACCREDITED
SUPPLIER

Up to £5,000 through the 
Green Business Fund  

GET A...

FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTION

15%

10–12 OCTOBER • NEC • BIRMINGHAM

FREE 

TO ATTEND

Hear the latest advice on building 
safety by attending free CPD 
workshops. Places are limited!

Experience 1,000+ products 
from exhibitors including 
nPower, g2 Energy and more

Discover energy saving tips 
at the REA Theatre, 
sponsored by WELink

PART OF UK CONSTRUCTION WEEK 2017 2017

REGISTRATION INCLUDES ACCESS TO :

energyliveshow.co.uk

GET YOUR FREE TICKET

THE ENERGY EVENT FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

WHY ATTEND

SUPPORTED BY:

@UKenergyshow

#Energy2017

http://www.infinity-energy.co.uk
http://www.energyliveshow.co.uk
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A REVOLUTIONARY WAY TO OPTIMISE AND 
FUTURE - PROOF YOUR BUILDINGS IN A DIGITAL AGE  
EVORA EDGE, the technical engineering division 

of leading independent sustainability consultancy 

EVORA, has recently launched BIM:SAM, a new 

approach to building performance optimisation.

BIM:SAM, standing for Building Information 

Modelling for Strategic Asset Management, has 

been devised to support the delivery of the many 

technical engineering solutions that EVORA EDGE 

provides its clients.

Neil Dady, EVORA EDGE Director, says of the 

service: “BIM:SAM is nothing mysterious or untested. 
It’s our way of delivering a connected, intelligent 
approach to designing, maintaining, monitoring and 
reporting asset performance within the Commercial 
Real Estate sector.”

BIM:SAM – A ‘ONE STOP SHOP’ FOR MANAGING 
REAL ESTATE CHALLENGES
EVORA has created a methodology for combining 

BIM technologies with SAM processes into a ‘one 

stop shop’ solution that informs the building 

management process, resulting in a useful 

transferable asset – the building information 

model. 

The schematic below demonstrates how, acting 

as a technical manager, we use BIM:SAM to manage 

commercial real estate and developments.

As you can see, the BIM can be created for a 

number of solutions, such as a high-level MEES risk 

assessment, a Health and Well Being study, or as 

part of a building services design project. 

Whatever the requirement, the same BIM can 

be used as a ‘digital passport’ for your building, 

recording data and information of the building and 

its services – one model, multiple functionalities.

MERGING REAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
INNOVATION WITH STRATEGIC ASSET 
MANAGEMENT
The typical M&E/FM service model below illustrates 

how the M&E consultant’s role can be restricted 

to periodic checking and/or specific project 

involvement:

Conversely, our BIM:SAM model below illustrates 

how EVORA EDGE, as a Technical Manager, 

continuously interacts with the Property Manager 

by using a dynamic building information model.

This BIM can be integrated with our SIERA 

soft ware to create a powerful monitoring and 

targeting (M&T) toolset.

Within our model and our SIERA platform, we 

collate the information required such as energy 

usage, CO2 emissions (embodied and operational), 

asset condition reporting, maintenance scheduling 

and life expectancy reporting.

OUTPUTS THAT ARE EASILY INTEGRATED AND 
SIMPLE TO UNDERSTAND
EVORA EDGE is experienced in using BIM processes 

to manage MEES risks, engineering and energy 

eff iciency, resource eff iciency and capital cost 

planning.

Our systems follow the recommendations in 

the RICS New Rules of Measurement (NRM) Order 

of cost estimating and cost planning for capital 

building works. This ensures that any outputs can 

be easily understood and integrated into capital 

cost planning and asset management by non-

engineering professionals. 

BIM:SAM IN ACTION
Guildford Borough Council

We have already used our BIM:SAM approach to 

undertake an exciting project for Guildford Borough 

Council, supporting it with its CO2 reduction 

strategy. Read this Guildford case study on our 

website: www.evoraglobal.com 

EPAM

We have been appointed by our client EPIC 

Property Asset Management Ltd (EPAM) to conduct 

a BIM:SAM project at 120 Old Broad Street – a 

49,000sqft  multi-let off ice building. We look 

forward to sharing the results of this work at X 

Energy 2017 on 24th October in London, at which 

we are the Building Optimisation Partner.

The benefits of our BIM:SAM approach:

 � Managed by technical M&E specialists

 � Centralised data collation, consistent processes 

and simplified reporting structures

 � BIM ‘Digital Passport’

 � Data quality and performance modelling

 � Conditioned-based monitoring and intelligent 

PPMP

 � Performance Management – energy and 

productivity

 � Future-proofing 

of assets

 � Health and 

Wellbeing 

planning

 � Improved fund 

performance

 

 �  www.evoraglobal.com             �  info@evoraglobal.com          �  020 3326 7333

Strategic asset management within the BIM environment; 

bringing all the information you need into one building model.

To view this chart / these charts in high resolution, please view 

the original blog post on www.evoraglobal.com.

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.evoraglobal.com
http://www.evoraglobal.com
http://www.evoraglobal.com
mailto:info@evoraglobal.com
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Since 1990, WhiffAway Group has been a market leader in waterless urinal technology.  
Organisations such as Sainsbury’s, McLaren, VUE Cinemas, Westfield Shopping Centres, M&S, 
Bank of America and Centrica have converted to 100% water-free urinals with WhiffAway.

Now is the time to review water-free urinals and contact WhiffAway to save money, water and energy, 
in conjunction with reducing operational costs and enhancing washroom perception.

For further information please visit our website www.whiffaway.com 
or contact 0800 783 4883 or send email to info@whiffaway.co.uk

A Tried & Tested Solution

WhiffAway Waterless 
Urinal Technology

SYSTEM
BENEFITS
INCLUDE:

• Eliminating Urinal Odours
• Save Money 
• Save Water 
• Reduce Energy Consumption 
• Fully Recyclable

• No More Urinal Flooding
• Reduces Blockages
• Improves Urinal Hygiene
• No More Harmful Chemicals 

http://www.whiffaway.com
mailto:info@whiffaway.co.uk
http://www.quantectest.co.uk
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GRADUS LIGHTS UP THE SILVER SCREEN AT 
CHESTER’S STORYHOUSE 
As part of a brand new, multi-

million pound restoration project, 

Storyhouse in Chester has specified 

Gradus LED Lighting in its state of 

the art entertainment facility.

Storyhouse is Chester’s brand 

new £37m cultural centre. Having 

restored and revitalised the old 

1930’s Chester Odeon building, a 

Grade 2 listed structure that has been empty since 2007, the building now 

houses an 800-seat auditorium, a 200-seat studio theatre, a restaurant, two 

bars and a 100-seat boutique cinema.

Gradus ATD71L stair edgings, incorporating the Interlok Advance LED 

lighting system in White, were installed in the theatres and cinema to create 

a pinpoint lighting eff ect across each step. This enhances the safety of the 

building by providing a clear, defined edge for 

users ascending and descending the staircase in 

low light conditions.

Nancy Davies, Marketing and PR Manager for 

Storyhouse, commented: “We needed an LED 

lighting solution that complemented the modern, 

stylish appearance of the refurbished building 

interior, but still ensured a safe and inclusive 

environment. Gradus ensured that the products 

selected matched our requirements and worked 

with us to produce a fantastic end result.”

 � www.gradus.com

 � 01625 428922

A TRAINING REVOLUTION - CLEANER 
ENGAGEMENT THROUGH TRAINING 
This year UhUb launched 

into the market place with a 

new training solution.

Created due to 

companies constantly 

alluding to training that isn’t 

there, and understanding 

that training a few 

managers, paying a fee, and 

claiming that you train to 

‘that’ standard, no longer 

convinces anyone, UhUb 

trains EVERY cleaner in an 

organisation for c.1 per cent 

of the wage bill.

Designed for businesses 

that want to deliver the 

training promise they make to clients, or just prefer an inexpensive, time 

leveraged solution. UhUb is for those who know they need to achieve 

standardised, available, and demonstrable training to each employee.

Simple to launch, UhUb delivers a certificated training path consisting of 

21 key lessons, develops a more productive/engaged workforce, allows for 

assessments, document sharing, company messaging, reporting, with options 

to share payslips, and audits, directly to the cleaners.

UhUb is challenging the traditional, by changing the way we think about 

training.

 � www.uhub.co.com

OCS’ PAUL THRUPP ELECTED DEPUTY CHAIR OF BCC
Paul Thrupp, OCS Director of Operational Excellence, Destinations and Venues, 

has off icially been elected Deputy Chair of the British Cleaning Council (BCC). 

Paul has worked for OCS for more than 26 years, and the appointment 

is testament to his reputation in the industry as a professional who has 

consistently delivered cleaning excellence throughout his career.

Commenting on his appointment, Paul said: “I feel honoured to have been 

elected and I look forward to continuing to support the great work carried out 

by the Council and all its members."

Stan Atkins, the Chief Executive of the British Institute of Cleaning Science 

(BICSc), commented: “I am greatly looking forward to working with Paul as our 

new Deputy Chair."

Established in 1982, the BCC is the voice of the cleaning industry and 

represents over 20 national trade associations linked to the UK’s cleaning, 

hygiene and waste management sectors.

� www.ocs.co.uk

CHSA’S ACCREDITED DISTRIBUTORS 
DEMAND CONFORMANCE FROM SUPPLIERS 
OUR STANDARDS. YOUR GUARANTEE 
Membership of the Cleaning & Hygiene Suppliers 

Association’s (CHSA) Manufacturing Standards 

Accreditation Schemes has increased as distributors 

joining the Accredited Distributors Scheme demand 

conformance from their suppliers. 

The CHSA’s Accredited Distributor Scheme was 

launched in January this year and already more 

than 135 distributor members of the Association 

have been approved for membership. To become 

an Accredited Distributor, as well as passing the 

auditing process, distributors commit to supplying 

only CHSA Accredited product in the areas of soft  

tissue, plastic refuse sacks or industrial cotton 

mops, or product which conforms to the standards set out in the relevant 

Scheme. The result is the new Accredited Distributors demand their suppliers 

adhere to the same high standards to which they ascribe and, as a result, 

many are applying to join the relevant Manufacturing Standards Accreditation 

Scheme. 

“Our focus is on driving up and then maintaining standards in the industry,” 

explained Mike Stubbs, Chairman of the Accreditation Scheme Panels and 

Vice President of the CHSA. “We’re delighted distributors have responded so 

positively to the launch of the Accredited Distributor Scheme; membership 

signals their commitment to supplying product that can be relied upon to meet 

the Scheme Standards and the CHSA Code of Practice.”

� www.chsa.co.uk

 � 0800 243919

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
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http://www.chsa.co.uk
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CYCLISTS CAN ‘WHEELIE’ BENEFIT 
FROM OFFICE DRYING ROOMS     
With more people cycling to work than ever 

before, the requirements for businesses to 

provide suitable drying facilities for wet clothing 

is on the increase.

Having a drying room in the building creates 

a dedicated space for this purpose and are an 

essential part of corporate social responsibility.

Calorex dehumidifiers provide the most eff icient 

and cost eff ective method of drying. Compared 

to using heat alone, the potential energy savings 

are huge. Every unit of energy that a Calorex 

dehumidifier consumes, it will convert 2.5 times 

this amount to usable heat. In fact, compared 

to traditional heat and ventilation energy, cost 

savings of 75 per cent are not unusual.

High-performance dehumidifiers recirculate the 

air and physically remove moisture 

from it. This alleviates the need 

to continuously reheat incoming 

air. Not only that, the units convert 

energy taken out of the room as 

moisture to provide useful heat to 

warm the room, accelerating the 

drying process.

You can turn any room into 

a drying room just by using a 

Calorex dehumidifier from outdoor 

pursuit centres to fire stations and 

modular buildings. Installation is 

straightforward, and the units have 

combined heating and drying so there 

is no need for separate heaters, thermostats, fans 

and extraction systems.

Calorex manufactures dehumidifiers in a range 

of sizes from the smaller wall mounted units to the 

large floor standing industrial sized systems.

Calorex are part of the Dantherm Group who 

can also supply a wide selection of mobile heating, 

drying, cooling and ventilation products for facility 

management companies.

All products are supported by an in-house 

applications department and nationwide service 

network.

�  www.calorex.com               �  sales@calorex.com               �   01621 856611

ERP WHAT IT MEANS FOR RADIANT HEATERS   
With the ErP Directive coming into force on 1st 

January 2018, Daniel Wild, Senior Development 

Engineer at Nortek Global HVAC explains what it 

means for radiant heaters going forward.

All radiant tube heaters and tube heater 

systems will be required to have a minimum 

seasonal eff iciency (calculated from radiant 

eff iciency, thermal eff iciency and electrical power 

consumption) of 74 per cent and NOx emissions 

not more than 200mg/kWh input based on gross 

calorific value. 

Crucially, 

these 

minimum 

criteria are 

applicable 

for both new 

installations 

and when 

replacing 

existing 

products. 

As a result, 

customers can be assured that the heating 

equipment they are purchasing is highly energy 

eff icient and emissions of harmful environmental 

pollutants are constrained.

The Ecodesign regulation (EU) 2015/1188 along 

with the implementing Directive 2009/125/EC is an 

EU policy aimed at improving the energy eff iciency 

and other environmental performance criteria for 

energy-related products (ErP), such as gas fired 

overhead radiant tube heaters.

For this regulation, products have been divided 

into product groups or ‘Lots’ with gas fired overhead 

radiant tube heaters, tube heater systems, and gas 

fired luminous plaque heaters all contained within 

Lot 20.

Lot 20 provides the minimum energy eff iciency 

and environmental values for each heating 

technology. Any product that does not comply 

with the requirements cannot be marketed and 

sold within the EU – including the UK. Following 

the referendum in the UK to leave the EU all 

requirements of Ecodesign will still have to be 

complied with as it could take up to two years to 

negotiate an exit. Even then, unless new legislation 

is introduced, ErP will continue to be one of many 

methods employed to reduce the environmental 

impact of heating technology.

Unlike other products, gas fired radiant heaters 

and some other commercial heating appliances are 

excluded from mandatory energy labelling under 

Regulation 2015/1186 as they are directly planned 

and purchased by HVAC professionals. However, 

product literature and free access websites of 

manufacturers must indicate the seasonal eff iciency 

and NOx emissions for each product or system.

Nortek, have a wide range of products that 

already exceed the minimum conditions as laid 

out by Directive 2009/125/EC Lot 20. Our aim is to 

ensure that each and every one of our products that 

are installed results in an eff icient heating system 

that is compliant with the new legislation, whilst 

minimising cost and inconvenience to the end user.

�  www.nortekhvac.com               �   01384 489 250

http://www.calorex.com
mailto:sales@calorex.com
http://www.nortekhvac.com
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ADVANCED PANELS PROTECT LANDMARK 
SWANSEA STADIUM 
The Liberty 

Stadium, home of 

Premier League 

club Swansea City 

and Rugby Union 

Pro12 side Ospreys, 

is now protected 

by industry-

leading intelligent 

fire panels from 

Advanced.

The new Advanced MxPro 5 fire panels were supplied by Discount Fire 

Supplies and installed by Kelden Fire and Security Limited, both long-

time Advanced partners. The installation, covering the entire stadium, is 

comprised of six MxPro 5 panels, linked by fault-tolerant network cards and 

supplemented by two touchpad display terminals. 

MxPro, the fire industry’s leading multiprotocol fire solution, off ers 

customers two panel ranges, four detector protocols and a completely 

open installer network with free training 

and support. MxPro panels can be used in 

single loop, single panel format or easily 

configured into multi-loop, high speed, 200 

panel networks covering significant areas 

and thousands of field devices.

Advanced’s ease of installation, configuration and wide peripheral range 

make it customisable to most applications.

� www.advancedco.com

GLOBAL FACILITIES MANAGEMENT GIANT 
SETS THE STANDARD WITH I-CON 
OCS Group, which employs 

thousands of cleaning personnel 

around the world across a range 

of sectors has worked with hand 

protection specialist, Globus to 

help develop I-CON and have 

already experienced benefits.

Created by Globus, I-CON is 

a new nitrile chemical resistant 

‘smart’ glove system to protect cleaning professionals against chemical hazards 

whilst reflecting the highly recognised British Institute of Cleaning Science 

(BICSc) approved and adopted colour-coded system for infection control.

Having trialled the gloves across selected company test sites, OCS Group is 

further enhancing worker safety by rolling the new I-CON range out to all of its 

personnel across the UK, with the previously used vinyl gloves now being fully 

replaced by the new Globus range.

According to Head of Cleaning for OCS Group Yvonne Taylor, the I-CON range 

arrived at an ideal time – in line with its latest review of the chemicals used 

across the UK business.

There are eight I-CON system gloves - four single-use and four re-usable. 

Every glove is CAT III certified in accordance with the EN374-1 chemical 

resistance standard whilst cross contamination 

threats in infection control areas are also reduced 

significantly thanks to the I-CON colour system 

- with individual coloured gloves designated for 

specific work areas. 

� www.globus.co.uk/icon

 � sales@globus.co.uk

 � +44 (0) 161 877 4747

ALTRO SOLUTION BRINGS LIFE TO DESIGN-LED 
HULL BIRTH CENTRE 
A complete floors and walls 

solution from Altro has been used 

to create a relaxing, stylish and 

home from home environment for 

mums-to-be in a new birth centre 

at Hull Women and Children’s 

Hospital.

Andrew Ledger, contracts 

manager for Apleona, which 

provides facilities management 

for the building, oversaw the new 

construction. “We had a very 

specific idea of what we wanted 

the centre to look like, and how 

we wanted it to function,” Andrew 

says. “As a midwife-led unit, a 

relaxed and homely atmosphere 

was essential, however a priority was of course infection control, hygiene, 

durability and quality.

“We specified Altro floors and walls because we are using these products 

elsewhere in the hospital with a great deal of success. They meet all our clinical 

hygiene and infection control needs, while also off ering a superb range of 

colours and textures, which makes them ideal for creating a modern and stylish 

environment. 

“The quality and durability of Altro is a major factor too because, as a PFI 

project, the long-term cost is under close scrutiny.” 

� www.altro.co.uk

SECOND LIFE FOR SINGLE LIFE PLASTIC  
British eco cleaning-chemical manufacturer, Delphis Eco, has delivered on its 

promise and pioneered the world’s FIRST 100 per cent post-consumer recycled 

plastic packaging, which launches across its full range during Recycle Week (25-

29 September).

During an era 

that sees our world 

awash with plastic 

waste, Delphis Eco 

has challenged 

the international 

manufacturing 

status quo by 

working with 

the UK’s leading 

waste collectors to 

produce recycled 

plastic granules from 

HDPE plastic, which will form its new 100 per cent PCR packaging. 

Additionally, with relentless determination, Delphis Eco has partnered with 

specialist producers to blow its bottles achieving the unique 100 per cent 

food grade quality PCR level. The result – a long-awaited ‘closing the loop’ 

breakthrough in the use of HDPE recycled waste. This signals the onset of a 

new era where manufacturers and consumers can expect to see a shift  in how 

waste is recycled and more importantly, how it subsequently enters the supply 

chain…. 

Furthermore, the new Delphis Eco packaging looks great, is totally robust and 

has been declared entirely ‘fit for purpose’ following rigorous tests to ensure its 

suitability and durability.

� www.delphiseco.com

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.advancedco.com
http://www.globus.co.uk/icon
mailto:sales@globus.co.uk
http://www.altro.co.uk
http://www.delphiseco.com
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UNION INDUSTRIES PROVES TO BE FLAVOUR OF 
THE MONTH FOR PILGRIM FOODSERVICE      
Union Industries has installed five of its best-

selling Bulldoors and one Matadoor in Pilgrim 

Foodservice’s new warehouse extension.

Aft er a period of strong growth, the Lincolnshire-

based foodservice supplier needed an eff ective 

solution for maintaining its temperature controlled 

environment, and to provide necessary airlocks in 

specific areas of its new warehouse extension.

This is the second time that Union Industries has 

returned to Pilgrim Foodservice. In 2016, Union was 

asked to replace two competitor high speed freezer 

doors at the foodservice supplier’s warehouse. 

Aft er being impressed with Union’s Eiger Doors and 

aft er-sales service, Pilgrim Foodservice got back in 

touch with the Leeds-based business to order the 

new doors for its new build project.

Union’s best-selling fast action option, the 

Bulldoor, has a track record of controlling 

temperatures and improving hygiene. The Bulldoor 

comes with the Lifetime Warranty scheme and 

includes control outputs for options such as 

airlocks, traff ic control systems and remote 

monitoring.

Pilgrim Foodservice also 

purchased a Matadoor for one 

of the warehouse’s smaller 

internal openings which, as 

with the other Union doors on 

site, includes the ‘Crash-Out 

& Auto-Reset' feature to allow 

the bottom beam to swing out 

of the way if hit by a forklift  

truck, without damage.

Charles Bateman, 

Managing Director of Pilgrim 

Foodservice said, “At Pilgrim 

Foodservice, providing 

outstanding customer service 

is key.

“Union is a leading provider of rapid-roller 

industrial roller doors and that attitude is apparent 

in every aspect of their day-to-day operation. We 

hope to continue this relationship in the future."

Alan Hirst, Sales Director at Union Industries 

added, “It’s important for our clients in the food 

industry to keep their produce in the highest 

quality condition and our industrial doors take 

care of any issues that the environment may bring. 

Pilgrim Foodservice, like many other customers 

we have in this industry sector, have realised that 

reliable doors and excellent service response is 

critical to their own success, hence why Union was 

their preferred choice over lower-cost doors from 

alternative suppliers for this extension project.”

�  www.unionindustries.co.uk               �   0113 244 8393

TORK EASYCUBE MAKES EMPTY 
DISPENSERS A THING OF THE PAST    
Tork EasyCube is making life easier for facilities 

managers in leisure, retail and transport venues all 

over Europe. 

And the smart system from global hygiene brand 

Tork is also making empty soap, had towel and toilet 

tissue dispensers a thing of the past. 

Tork EasyCube “connects” washrooms via sensors 

placed inside the dispensers and on cubicle doors. 

These sensors monitor refill levels as well as 

visitor traff ic and the data is then uploaded to the 

internet. Cleaners and FMs can access this data via a 

smartphone or tablet whether they are on site 

or not.

“The information gathered from the washrooms 

allows staff  to target those facilities where 

dispensers need cleaning or refilling,” said FM Sales 

Manager, Stuart Hands. “This frees up more time 

for other tasks. As a result, Tork EasyCube has been 

hugely successful in venues all over Europe.”

Tork EasyCube is now in place in shopping centres, 

tourist attractions, leisure facilities and transport 

hubs in 12 countries including the UK, France, 

Germany, Switzerland and Poland.

The system has led to increased eff iciencies and 

a more motivated workforce at Grona Lund theme 

park in Stockholm according to Park Support 

Manager Dragica Novacic.

“We now have staff  who are eager to work in the 

cleaning teams,” he said. “The system empowers 

them to work smarter and makes it clear to them 

how they are improving our visitors’ experience.”

The system is also increasing cleaning eff iciency 

at Gothenburg’s Landvetter Airport. And Tork 

EasyCube was recently installed at Welle7, a state-

of-the-art retail and leisure concept centre in Bern in 

Switzerland. “It has made our cleaning management 

processes extremely eff icient,” said site manager 

Luciana Cafaro. “Like all businesses we are under 

pressure to save costs. But without Tork EasyCube 

our job here at Welle7 could not be carried out as 

eff iciently.”

Tork EasyCube is 

available in a wide 

range of Tork Elevation 

units including the Tork 

SmartOne toilet paper 

dispenser. It is also 

available in the Tork Image 

Design line of upmarket 

washroom units.

�  www.tork.co.uk               �   customer.servicesafh@sca.com               �   01582 677570

http://www.unionindustries.co.uk
http://www.tork.co.uk
mailto:customer.servicesafh@sca.com
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COVENTRY UNIVERSITY ENHANCES 
BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH TRAKA

Coventry University is using Traka’s 

intelligent key management solutions to 

add value and establish a sophisticated business 

process for staff  and contractors working across 

its multi-site facilities.

The top University in the Complete University 

Guide 2018 league tables has established Traka 

state-of-the-art management solution at the 

core of a clear business process for all staff  and 

contractors working across its sites on a 24 / 7 

basis.

Control over keys and access cards for 

technicians and contractors’, enabled with Traka, 

ensures access is only granted to authorised 

personnel for vehicles and sensitive areas, 

including the communications server room 

access, alongside roof access and associated PPE 

equipment usages and fire and security alarms.

 A highly developed email system created within 

Traka’s specialist soft ware presents live reports 

and instant notifications along with a complete 

audit trail capability, including attendance and 

curfew notifications and even illegal handover 

notifications, all adding to the accountability of 

staff , technicians and contractors alike.

Says Nigel Young, Building Services & 

Contractors Manager – Operations & Maintenance: 

“With over 1,400 diff erent contractors working 

across our sites, we needed a system that could 

help keep track of keys and cards, and enable 

us to know who is on what site at any given time 

(24/7.) This is right from a time of call to highlight 

maintenance requirements to actual attendance 

on site and project completion.

“Traka’s solution allows us to achieve these 

objectives and so much more.  With the real time 

email system we can monitor usage and instantly 

keep control of keys and access.  

“From a management perspective, it also 

improves our eff iciencies and professional 

response times, plus we can use it as a KPI 

support tool where we have emergency response 

requirements within contracts.”

Traka’s key management cabinets in education 

are designed to off er an intelligent replacement 

solution to poor key management systems, which 

oft en results in keys going missing and limited 

records of who has access and when they were 

taken or returned.  Not only does this mean there 

is no accountability but also valuable time and 

resource is taken organising replacements, leaving 

campus sites vulnerable.

Wayne 

Kynaston, 

Market 

Development 

Manager in 

Education for 

Traka added: 

“When Nigel 

and his team 

originally 

approached 

us to discuss 

key management options, it was really from a 

compliance and health and safety perspective to 

ensure increased awareness of what contractors 

were on site, when and for how long.

“When we demonstrated the true capability of 

the system, and linked it to Traka soft ware, the 

opportunity to present more of a value added 

service and contribute towards creating an 

eff icient running business process for all staff  

and contractors was clear to see.  We’re delighted 

to see the system working so eff ectively for this 

top university and as its own campus sites grow, 

we look forward to expanding the operation and 

increasing our support.”

�  www.traka.com

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.traka.com


 

DEVELOPING SKILLS 
FOR THE DIGITAL AGE
I

t is impossible to read an article these 

days that doesn’t talk about the relentless 

march of technology within FM and the built 

environment and how embracing the digital age or 

the fourth industrial revolution is something that 

we all simply need to take in our stride.

Some commentators would have us believe that 

the rise of technology and increased automation, 

robotics and artificial intelligence will negate the 

need for skilled professionals in the future but that 

is simply not the case.

Change is diff icult, learning new skills can be 

stressful, whilst embracing new technology can be 

both time consuming and risky.

We are undoubtedly on a trajectory that will 

see rapid change within the built environment but 

the majority of this change will come in buildings 

that already exist and require a mix of traditional 

skills as well as those demanded by the digital 

revolution.

Our sector faces a number of challenges 

ranging from our attractiveness to a new working 

generation at one end of the scale through to the 

upskilling and digitisation of an existing workforce 

at the other… Throw in the complexities caused by 

the availability of labour that Brexit may produce 

and the competition from other major sectors and 

you can see that automation is only one of the 

issues we need to confront.

It is easy for us to concentrate purely on the 

facilities management element of our sector and 

look at all the good work that the RICS/BIFM and 

other are doing to promote and define what it 

means to work in our sector but our skills issues 

are deeper than that.

How do we work with colleges, educational 

establishments, skills councils, trade bodies to 

develop the craft speople and skilled engineers 

that are so sadly lacking across the whole of our 

industry? We are kidding ourselves if we believe 

this fourth industrial revolution will be driven 

out of shiny new construction projects and in 

sparkling new smart cities where it is out with the 

old and in with the new across the board.

Technology in the main will need to be 

retrofitted, in buildings that require a blend of 

traditional and emerging skills, we’ll need joiners, 

plasterers, bricklayers, decorators to supplement 

the technicians, engineers and data managers that 

will deliver this digital vision. We will need these 

skills against a backdrop of increasing spend on 

infrastructure, on a push to develop new housing 

and a general reduction (possibly) in our ability to 

access skilled labour from beyond our shores.

There is a chronic lack of courses available 

to match the demand that we already have and 

progressive thinking is required. As with any 

solution though we will need to engage all the 

stakeholders, working with Government, the 

Local Colleges and the community to develop 

plans that off er the greatest access to training and 

development.

As a sector we are uniquely placed to off er the 

widest range of opportunity across both hard and 

soft  services, we have roles to suit almost every 

taste and from a social value perspective we have 

the opportunity to unlock true potential across all 

sectors of our communities. 

There are already great examples of educational 

partnerships and progressive thinking but these 

need to be replicated and encouraged throughout 

the country.

The digital revolution will touch us all and 

we will need to embrace new skills and possibly 

confront new risks in terms of automation, 

artificial intelligence or robotics. The revolution, 

however, will be delivered on the ground, where 

complex skills and craft smanship are required. As 

an industry, we are a long way from an automated 

solution that will replace these traditional 

skills and particularly in the complex world of 

refurbishment and retrofit where solutions are 

oft en more fluid that in a traditional new build. 

A revolution may well be upon us and as 

facilities professionals we need to understand 

absolutely the risks and opportunities that 

these advances present us… We mustn’t lose 

sight though of the fact that this revolution will 

be delivered steadily and progressively across 

a diverse range of property types and assets, 

a revolution delivered by skilled craft speople, 

dedicated professionals and technology experts 

that drive a revolution in our built environment.

BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities

C&C GROUP WALK FOR WILL
The C&C Group regularly raises money and awareness for local charities, and the 

team’s latest fundraising eff orts for the Teenage and Young Adult service at The 

Christie are of particular significance. 

On 21 October, Cerys, Lesley, Anne-Marie and Natalie will join others raising vital funds for 

the trust by completing a 10km walk through the streets of the Salford Quays, Manchester.

Helping to provide inspiration and hope to cancer patients and their families, the charity 

off ers the best treatment and care to those at the facility, 

including former employee of C&C Catering Engineers Ltd, Will 

Clark, who is currently fighting cancer in the unit. 

Clark, son of former C&C Catering Equipment Ltd’s Trevor 

Clark, has shown incredible courage and inspired all at the 

Group with his fighting spirit. Members of the team will 

therefore be taking part in the Night of Neon event in Salford to 

fundraise and help support the fantastic care given by the trust.

INSTORE PARTNERS WITH CANCER 
RESEARCH UK 
Instore, Compass Group UK & Ireland’s specialist provider of 

restaurant and cafe food services for high street retailers has 

announced Cancer Research UK as its off icial charity partner.

The Instore team has already raised over £27,000 this year 

to support various Cancer Research UK initiatives through 

a range of fundraising activities, and has now pledged to 

raise a further £22,500 in 2017 by taking part in Stand Up to 

Cancer in October and through collection goblets which will 

be placed in Instore cafes throughout the country.

The money raised will be used towards research into 

more than 200 types of cancers aff ecting men, women and 

children. Since 2009, Instore has raised £194,000 for Cancer 

Research UK.
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INCENTIVE FM BOLSTERS SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Incentive FM has further strengthened its senior team by appointing Sheryl Inman 

as Regional Director for the North, and Andy Baxter and Steve Alderson as Account 

Directors. Inman’s past roles include Senior Corporate Property Manager at the National 

Grid Corporate Property. In her new position, she will play a lead role in the operational 

development of all existing and new business opportunities for Incentive FM.

Baxter, who has previously worked as Head of Operations & Business Improvement 

at EMCOR and GM at Interserve, and Alderson, and whose experience includes National 

Operations Manager for UK Mail Group and TNT, will be working on key accounts across 

the business. Alderson’s remit will include the Dollar U.K, and a number of key contracts, 

whereas Baxter’s time will be spent managing the partnership with CBRE at Manchester 

Arndale and Cribbs Causeway.

NEW BOARD APPOINTMENTS 
AT BELLROCK  

Technology-enabled facilities management 

and property services provider, Bellrock, has 

re-structured its executive board with two 

new appointments.

Greg Davies becomes Chief Operating 

Off icer, whilst David Richards also joins the 

board as Chief Customer Off icer. Both have 

been working in Bellrock Group companies for 

over three years.

Davies was the technology architect for Concerto, the platform 

for facilities and project management and service delivery, 

purchased by Bellrock just over a year ago. His role is to lead the 

technology integration and development as well as the inter-

departmental operational processes, the support engine for 

service delivery.

Richards, an engineer by background and 

one of the first winners of the BIFM FM of the 

Year award, is leading frontline operational 

delivery, customer relationships and the 

Bellrock group sales and marketing activity. 

He has significant client-side and supplier 

experience having spent the majority of his 

career in FM, latterly as the Managing Director 

for the healthcare at Bellrock.

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD APPOINTS 
WORKPLACE VISIONARY
Global real estate services firm, Cushman & Wakefield has appointed 

Despina Katsikakis, an industry-leading expert on the impact of the 

workplace on business performance, to a full-time role advising the 

firm’s clients. For more than 30 years Katsikakis has led innovation, 

research and implementation of transformative business environments 

and exemplary real estate developments worldwide.

As Cushman & Wakefield’s Head of Occupier Business Performance, 

she will provide input across the firm’s global business on the rapidly-changing context of 

work and its impact on employee engagement, productivity and wellbeing. 

www.buildrec.com  |  02031764790  |  info@buildrec.com  

Innovative Recruitment Solutions for the Built Environment

buildrecruitment

Our services include Permanent, Temporary 
& Interim roles, Contract Mobilisation and 

Executive Search across the Built Environment.

The Facilities Management team at Build 
Recruitment operate in both the public and 

private sector, enjoying excellent partnerships 
with leading organisations nationwide. 

We maintain long lasting relationships 
with both clients and job seekers and 

are always keen to speak to either.

mailto:info@buildrec.com
http://www.buildrec.com
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FIRST PERSON

FM is known to be a career that people fall into 
from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ 
chats to a facilities professional about how they 
got into the sector and takes a look at their career 
path. This month we talk to Parus Dhanani, FM for 
Loughborough University London

? What was your first ever job? 

My first ever job was a free paper round 

that I did with my brothers to save up for 

a Super Nintendo console. Aft er that, I 

did a morning paper round, whilst also 

working in Argos at weekends and a 

friend’s family restaurant on Saturday 

nights. 

? What was you first job in the FM 

sector?  

I worked as a temporary off ice 

administrator covering the FM who was 

leaving the organisation. Once he left , I 

was promoted into the role. 

? What made you choose FM 

as a career? 

Honestly, I fell into it to start with. I 

wanted to go travelling and the off ice 

administrator job came up. As I gained 

more experience I enjoyed the variety 

of the role and started to research what 

career paths there were. Even aft er 

getting the promotion, my heart was still 

set to travel around South America. 

? How did you progress through 

the profession to your current role? 

My first promotion at Ujima Housing 

Trust was a baptism by fire. I had no 

formal FM training. My predecessor had 

been there for 17 years and I had two 

weeks in the role as his administrator 

whilst he was there! I soon found 

my feet and was given a £2m off ice 

refurbishment project which was 

successful. Aft er around three years at 

Ujima, I moved on to Newlon Housing 

Trust where they were in the process of 

planning a strategical move to a £7m 

purpose built off ice space. This also 

brought about a significant culture 

shift  within the organisation. At the 

same time I researched the career path 

available to me and investigated the 

diff erent qualification routes. I felt that 

an MSc in FM was the route for me and 

Newlon sponsored me to complete this. 

Aft er 10 years in social housing I wanted 

a change of industry and kept being 

knocked back by the private sector as all 

my experience was in the public sector 

and in particular social housing. I saw an 

opportunity at Imperial College London 

but it was as an Assistant Building 

Manager. Although it was technically 

a step down, it opened the door to 

Higher Education and Healthcare. Me 

and another ABM were put in charge of 

looking aft er two very diff erent teaching 

and research hospitals which gave me 

some invaluable experience, however, 

I missed managing and felt I had more 

to off er. I was recommended to apply to 

the role for Loughborough University’s 

London Campus. It would encompass 

the setup and management of a 

brand new venture for Loughborough 

University away from it’s East midlands 

operation and without it’s own 

dedicated FM team. It was and still is 

an exciting opportunity to put my own 

stamp on a brand new facility. 

? Do you have any qualifications 

or training in FM? And how have you 

benefited from them?

I have a MSc in FM and am a Certified 

member of BIFM. This has helped 

significantly to understand some 

technical information and ensure that 

I have the necessary knowledge and 

applicable skills. I have also carried 

out my NEBOSH General Certificate. 

This enables me to competently advise 

my team and senior management on 

relevant aspects of H&S, especially as 

the FM’s role is oft en to also be H&S 

advisor.

? What is your greatest 

contribution to the FM sector, or 

your current role?

It is easy to look at the larger 

projects and look at something like a 

refurbishment that changes the way a 

team or organisation operates. This is 

great from senior management but I 

believe it’s my daily conversations with 

building users, can do attitude to bring 

about incremental  improvements and 

added value to their functions that is my 

biggest contribution.

? What’s changed most since you 

started in FM?

It is now seen as an essential support 

services for an organisation and less so 

the glorified janitor! It is now starting to 

be seen as a real career option. I also 

feel the demographic has changed 

(for the better!) When I first went to 

conferences or exhibitions, I’d be 

surrounded by the typical white middle 

aged man. Now it’s great to see the 

diversity around the room, in particular 

the number of women now in the 

industry is fantastic to see.

? What personal qualities do 

you think are most needed for a 

successful career in FM?

Ability to communicate eff ectively to 

varying levels of staff . The ability to build 

a rapport with people is fundamental. 

Without it, you won’t always necessarily 

find out what root issues are blocking 

their eff ectiveness and how you can 

resolve them.

? What would make the biggest 

diff erence to the FM sector? And how 

could that be achieved?

I don’t feel that we always sell ourselves 

as well as we could do. Better internal 

publication of what we do.

? Are you a member of any FM 

association or body and if so what 

benefits do you think they provide?

I’m a Certified member of BIFM. This 

provides access to training courses, 

Special interest groups and I regularly 

attend talks on varying topics in iconic 

buildings that you may not necessarily 

get access to at other times. The ability 

to network at these type of events is also 

of great benefit.

? What advice would you give 

to young people coming into the 

profession now?

Listen to the advice of those around you. 

Always look to be learn and improve, 

even a one per cent improvement is 

progress! Start looking at your routes 

to BIFM qualification early and don’t be 

scared to ask your managers to put you 

on them. 

? What do you predict could be the 

main changes to the FM sector over 

the next few years? 

The uncertainty surrounding Brexit 

including currency fluctuations and 

retaining work force will no doubt 

force some changes to the FM sector. 

Technology as ever will no doubt impact 

all of us as we move towards Smarter 

buildings. 

? What are the greatest challenges 

of working in FM?

A robust recruitment process is 

important, your FM team will be the 

front end that all customers see. So it’s 

essential that they all have the right 

attitude and ensuring you have a robust 

recruitment strategy will ensure happy 

staff  and happy customers. Relying on 

third parties to deliver goods or services 

and managing customer expectations 

especially when you are let down. It 

looks bad on the high level of service 

I’m trying to deliver. On the flip side, 

maintaining good relationships will 

also get you (or your customer) out of a 

pickle when you most need it!  �

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational 
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk 

Name: Parus Dhanani  
Current role:  
Facilities Manager for 
Loughborough University 
London   
Born: Bath  
Lives: Harrow

mailto:sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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